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Proust Said That is the appropriately unoffical
organ of the equally unofficial Marcel Support
Group of San Francisco, published at a rate even
more sporadic than meetings of the organization it

and Email

represents. This issue

was written,

and published by the lone Miss
1

tried to

read

RTP when was
I

in

sistance from Miss

and never

college,

Hannah

P,

Silver,

Dean Gustafson and

edited, laid out

with editing as-

wonderful draw-

law school bought
the first volume in the Scott Moncrief translation, trade
paperback with pastel covers. One day got going

ings by

a week or so went back for volume
2 (the bookstore had this set that, judging from the
oxidation of the paper and brittleness of the glue, had

Most of the stories in this issue would never have
been possible, were it not for the amazing Denzil
Meyers, who provided the Proustcapade and made
it possible to get Caffe Proust. To him, and to the
artists and supporters who make this publication
possible, as well as Caff e Proust, much love and

got three pages into

Then

it.

in

I

the splendid cover

by Alex Segal.

1

pretty well,

and

in

been there for a decade or more). And the next week
another volume. Then the remaining four. And about
the middle of volume 4, sort of lost control and took
to my bed for how ever many days it took to finish
around the clock reading, sleeping, reading, sleep1

ing,
ril

til
!

And

got to the end.

after that,

I

bought the

thanks.

To Cynsa Bonorris and Jeffrey Gray, my unending
thanks for making our website, www.proust.com,
a reality. Tremendous thanks to to Tom Kapanka,
who created our lovely cafe website,
www.caffeproust.com, and got me over the worst

thought, well,

never read another novel, cause what’s

anybody else
I

—

left

for

to say.

when

Killmartin translation

it

came

out,

and probably read Swann’s Way again, but not the
whole thing. Then, last year, read the whole thing
through again, and this time the thing noticed was
hadn’t no(a) there were some slow parts, which
ticed the first time and (b) it was much funnier than
had remembered.

of

PageMaker

6.5,

and Colin

Finn,

who

helps

me

with everything.

I

I

I

I

But

used
still

my

its still

to put

might

if

it

I

book in the whole
on my resume as an interest.

world.

favorite

was

In fact,

I’ve

I

been delinquent

in

registering

my

proval of your efforts. I’ve immediately

I

emphatic ap-

consumed

the entirety of each issue of Proust Said That on learn-

looking for a job.

ing of

PilPen@aol.com

release,

its

and each meal increases my hun-

ger,

cz

Your web site is wonderful, so assume you are also.
Would you please consider this a gushy fan letter without making me go through the gymnastics of actually
writing all the wildly complimentary things suspect
are true of you?
Jonathan K.
Long Island
I

so when are you bastards going
tion, huh? Get on the stick french

I

cating

that there

town

efforts,
is

quite

boy!!!!

brian

Your WWW site is excellent, both in text and graphics,
thus
found it a welcomed surprise to read about
Proust.. thank you for myself and my superb artist
friends.l am writing to ask for your help with a passage of Proust’s, which cannot find but remember

but

I

faithful

just

a good

readers are dupli-

you know
about Proust and the

wanted

article

I

to let

!

reading

December 21 issue of
I’d also like you to know that although

of llliers-Combray in the

The New Yorker.

edi-

I

a large number of

my

do another

love always,

Dear Ms. Segal,
I’m sure

to

it

or possibly hearing

(continued on page 34 )
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my

uncle,

Edmund

The Venice Proustcapade
My charming friend Denzil, that very same Denzil who
has made Caffe Proust a reality, was visiting many
months ago and we fell into one of those nostalgic

ary.

and

I’ve

never been

there

some

years. But

in

I’ve

got a

go?

It

I

lot

it

for

a second and

there

was a

ticket with

termined to use

do

to

of frequent flyer miles.

response was
The next
response was an unqualified

said, “Hey,

Why

don’t

and

I

was de-

I

we

the streets alone.

My mind raced through
my extraordinary

find myself face to face with
Venetian imagining, to observe

my

the Venetians have risers

meanderings

1996, that
fabulous Maid Marian, Web

Queen

of the Burning

of 1998,

performance

artist

Dennis Borawsky, who
me to go

fans of his charm, asked

with him to Berlin

so he could meet

mv

friends

when

the

could spend

downpour

in some cafe, downing
some caffeine or a Campari

and orange

juice.

I

would

miss the outdoor cafes; but
I’d be there, and perhaps
manage to see Proust’s
room at the Hotel Danieli, next door to the Doges
Palace on the Grand Canal.

the early spring

rivals Denzil for

I

the worst of the

time

-The Captive

I

in Berlin. In

canals flood,

had come."

me

gave

rains,

for the streets

an urbane and refined

.

her frequent flyer miles so could
attend a Proust conference
Project,

. . .

civilization.. Yes, I must go, the

Man

the

when

heavy January

how that divided sea enclosed in it's

luck. In late

In

"'...to

tally of

good

it,

it.

first

yes.

my name on

Venice in January and by myself was better than no
Venice at all. could find some inexpensive pensione
and switch to travel mode: rise early and walk for
twenty miles, sleep early and avoid spending too
many night hours prowling

could be a Proustcapade.”

“You’re kidding.”

the

haven’t been

now have to go to Venice
He loved Venice.”

later,

Proustian research.

Denzil thought about

My

I

uncharacteristically sarcastic remark,

I

to Italy.”

“Well, I’m a full-blodded Italian, but

made an

he informed me that he got tickets, business class, no less, the only way he flies.
found that reassuring: if yet another important thing
should come up to prevent him from going, and the
odds were stacked heavily in that direction, at least

conversations about travel. “You know,” he said, “I’m
half Italian

I

but a few days

and

My

experience Europe for the

first time.... and once again,
he got the tickets. Now, less than six months later, a
third such miracle occurred.
got rather giddy.

ostensible traveling companion and

each other

in

did not see
weeks between Thankstalked on the phone and
I

the flesh during

We

and New Year’s. We
exchanged cryptic emails in which the subject of travel
came up frequently. He continued to assure me of

A wave of disappointment was
immediately squelched by that mental note, count

Proustcapade by booking hotels in Prague, the place we would go after leaving
my friends in Berlin, Venice, the emerald of this diamond-studded itinerary, and Milan, from which we
would leave to return home. warned him that my
travel budget probably did not come close to his own,
and that might be obliged to stay other places, but
he declined to worry about that, and booked us both

your blessings, you ninny.

into four or five stars.

giving

I

decided to go in the early fall, right after Burning
Man. As we got closer to the proposed vacation time,
Denzil excused himself from the plans and proposed
going in December instead. My visions of balmy
moonlit nights on a gondola with a gondolier singing
O Sole Mio, the one lovely straw hat and featherweight luggage of a few Italianate sundresses and

his participation in this

I

sunglasses, crumbled.

“Well... okay,”

I

I

said.

November, when Denzil said he couldn’t go in December either, suggested that perhaps he had decided he didn’t want to do this after all? He insisted
that it sounded like a great idea, and proposed Janu-

As the year ended, another outrageous pleasure fell
into my lap. Anyone who has read Proust Said That
#5 will remember that have always wanted to have
a cafe, and have devoted a tremendous amount of

In

I

I
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time to getting one. But the article

in this

nership. Traveling companions learn all the worst
about each other rather quickly. There was always

issue about

how the year ended with the realization of this dream. And in the process of making
happen, Denzil became my principle partner.
Caffe Proust

tells

the chance that

it

We

briefly

over

mounds

of

As

last

city’s re-

modeled and lovely City Hall. As it happened, our only
day for City Hall was the first day it was again open,
after years of earthquake-proofing, gilding

and assorted

it

turned out,

beautifica-

tions. At the top of the

massive interior stairwell,
a string quartet was playing; on the landing, a gay
couple was getting mar-

more

ried, with

We discovered that we both
like

hoped

for,

where the
in

I

my own

was

Willie

transit,

city,

me

when

menus

We made

an

see the

Prague Philharmonic, a
very fine orchestra, but
couldn’t get in because we’d
been detained in the bookstore that had once been Kafka’s father’s shop on
the old town square, and arrived at the box office just
as they were shutting down for the performance. Only
one scalper occupied the broad stairwell up to the
grand concert hall, and he had only one ticket to spare.

it

was

like

being a tourist

Denzil did

in

fact pick

me

go to the airport, but not at all surprised to hear
he almost didn’t come. His mother had a medical emergency the night after our City Hall appearance; it was only because she had recovered so reassuringly within 24 hours that he didn’t cancel the
day before our departure.
up

interiors.

abortive attempt to

a fine preview of coming attractions.

half-surprised

the

and stopping at each

cafe to survey the

and

had

met. For

in

touring the sights on public

a City Hall

city

walking, taking

feel of cities rather than

el-

egant ambiance, and a
bevy of fabulous drag
queens posing memorably on the stairs. Crowds
of people circulated everywhere; it was exactly

what Mayor

could hardly have expected a more

way.

string

players to create an

I

Of course my gracious and
most beloved hosts in Berlin, Konni and Horst, made
staying at their huge Prenziauerberg flat as amicable
as always, and the equally gracious Denzil liked them
immediately. He instantly endeared himself to Konni
and Horst’s twin sons, Konstantin and Leonardo, by
bringing his champion yo-yo and teaching them tricks.
The other Berlin friends endeared themselves equally,
and so it was hard to leave
for both of us. Venice called
to me, though, and there
was magical Prague on the

on-the-run meeting prior to departure took

us touring the bureaucracies through the

and end

felicitous fellow traveler.

search.

Our

long for solitude

up taking trains in opposite directions until we regrouped for the flight home. Sleeping all the way to
Europe prolonged the period in which there were no
disagreements whatsoever.

paperwork and tours
of bureaucracies. It actually appeared that we would
both get on that airplane; suddenly, however, my
Proustian fixation took a back burner on the
Proustcapade. Now what mattered was touring the
cafes of Europe in the interest of proprietarial re-

met

we would

to

that

We

did

make

it

to Kafka’s

home

cafe, the fabulous

Cafe Slavia, on the river that runs through the city.
We sat near the front windows looking at the portrait
of Kafka on the wall, with the Green Fairy perched on
his table, and we, like Kafka, drank glasses of absinthe and admired the spare beauty of the elegant
Jurgenstile interior. The huge clock on the wall was
ringed with a thin circle of green neon; at the Cafe
Salvia, it was always the green hour, the time for ab-

Our flight would have been a fine opportunity for discussing our travel plans and our business, but slept
through everything except the meals. Since we had
I

never spent more than a few hours together before,
promised to test the amicability of the part-

sinthe. Following the dictates of the clock religiously.

this trip
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nice!”. A few minutes later, after the usual currency
exchanges, we walked out of the station, and for the

we swilled absinthe until closing time and teetered
home to our hotel across from the German Embassy.

first

The

hotel

is

saw

the

world charm at

all,

and because the

The water sparkled

any hint of commercialism, the hotel
ply by the doorbell that says
“Rippel.” To enter, you must go
through two heavy doors, and in
the vestibule between we were
immediately curious about a stack
of boxes with the universal look of
Goodwill donations.

We made

cursory rummage, found
teresting items,
into the hotel

some

is

algae along the banks, the parade of boats carrying

marked sim-

everything that moves,

purloined items a

more

'"When

found

went to Venice I
my dream had

I

— incredibly, hut quite
simply— into my address/'

a

turned

in-

-Letter to

the

Mme Strauss

excellent shirts out of

it

Prague during

ized that

it

down

suffused with

I

down my face. This futile gesture ended soon enough, and

was stuck

with that

woman,

fortunately not

through the remnants of yesterday’s eyeliner, and

finds, but

it

took him only a few minutes to notice.

36 hours in the off-off-seaearly. By the time we real-

was time to acquire

to the district of the

was so

was a steady stream passing

got two

and a few other

this brief

I

the bawling variety; but there

Denzil scored two perfect djellabas.

son, everything shut

We

emotion at the beauty of it all
that gazed frequently up at the
sky to keep the moisture firmly
in my eyes and not running

crying

and went
I

without cars.

uncofortable phenomenon, a

critical in-

through a second batch.

hotel.

Denzil

spection, returned the rejects to

the boxes downstairs

in this city

few stops

beneath our coats.

we gave

crumbling palazzos, the

waited for the vaporetto, the
water taxi that would take us the

and slipped them

private upstairs

the sunlight, illuminating the

in

million subtle colors of the

proprietor balks

at

In

Grand Canal.

run by an eccentic and delightful fellow

named Rippel. The four-hundred-year old building
was pleasantly modernized without losing the old

In

time,

“Are you okay?” he asked.

the bottles of absinthe

“Yes... No...

to mail home from Italy, every source of it
had closed for the night. Naughty plans for substance
trafficking fell by the wayside as my excitement built:
in the morning we would leave for Venice.

My

heart

is

breaking!”

I

moaned.

we planned

“How much?”
“In

a

million pieces., shattered...”

Now

I

knew why

Proust didn’t want to leave. And neither did I; have
always known that some day would open a second
cafe in Europe. At first had thought of Amsterdam,
where all the restaurants are closed by ten (where
do all those stoned visitors go to assuage the
munchies?) and stay open all night. Then decided
East Berlin, where the market was wide open, and
huge spaces were available really cheap, but before
got the chance, 2500 other entrepreneurs had already seen the picture. At this moment knew that
there was no other possibility. Venice it would be,
Venice had become my address. Proust said that.
I

Like so

many

Venice took a
long time to get to; we had many hours of waiting on
a train, a five-hour stopover in Vienna, where we scrutinized every eating establishment we passed in
search of our single Viennese meal, and the relative
of the

best things

in life,

discomfort of zero-star couchettes
the mountains

en route

to Italy.

until

I

I

I

we crossed

About an hour before

came to its final destination, the sleepers
were awakened with coffee and rolls, and spirits rose
the train

with the

We

first

sunshine

we had seen

in

I

I

days.

and were immediaccosted by a well-dressed gentleman encour-

pulled into the Venice station

ately

The vaporetto chugged

aging us to stay at his place. Denzil informed him
that we had a place; he inquired where, and when

everything else

hand

in

that Italianate gesture that

means

pleasantly by the stops. Like
water traffic showed little sign

There were no upstream-downstream lanes,
no speed limits. Across the water through the flood
of tears saw a boat covered with flowers. “A flowerof rules.

Denzil told him, he whistled appreciatively and flapped
his

in Italy,

“very

I
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seller,”

so many dreams
motive? The fish

said.

I

“No,” Denzil corrected, with the authority of the non-

come

true for you, with

risotto

sounds

fine.

And

no ulterior
it was, if a

bit salty.

crying. “A funeral.”

Denzil

Death

Venice, mouldering on the

in

Isle of the

was determined

to

was a very beautiful place to die. As soon as
our first moments of getting lost,
realized more importantly that this was a
was not surprising to learn
glorious place to live.
that this city, like San Francisco, has become too expensive for many people who grew up in
and was
now increasingly a haven for the well-to-do.

to rise early, too, but

we disembarked and had

things that
to

I

my

writer’s nerves jangled with

must be recorded. There were so few hours

be had

me

it,

in

Venice

this trip;

on

sleep deprivation

was

my feet.
I

We

parked our baggage at the
hotel and went out for a six-hour
walk in the Moorish urban fantasia that Proust described so well.
Every moment of the experience
was mentally compared to what
had read: yes, the little calles that
open out onto piazzas so large
that you wonder how they fit
among those tiny surrounding

had toyed

which

1

with

all

the

ways

in

could talk the concierge

of the Hotel Danieli into letting

me

into Proust’s

room.

I’d

dragged copies of PST with me,
and although think them lovely,
I

they lack those glossy covers

I

would suggest

a qualityspotting concierge that it was a

that

to

high-ticket publication.

cleaned up

had

I

my mediocre

con-

versational Italian for the cause,

streets.

but

As soon as

new

I

nothing compared to Venice deprivation. Four hours
and the anemic bleat of the travel alarm would have

It

the hotel

guests,

was

I

chafed under the

realiza-

my clothing nor
my shoes suggested that was

tion that neither

receiv-

we went back to

I

raced immediately to an enormous bathtub
and took a two hour nap, awakening only when the
water was quite frigid. Denzil, too, had fallen asleep,
recoup.

because
Of course wanted

to sleep early

tomorrow he wanted an early start.

Dead...

yes, this

ing

go

a successful publisher.

I

The options were weighed over the silver and linens
and all the rest of the
of the hotel breakfast while
guests eyed each other and contemplated the na-

were awake and ready to
hit the streets again, Venice had practically closed
down for the night. In my imagination, Venice would
be an all-night town, cafes full of orally fixated Italians, drinking, talking, smoking through the wee hours.
In reality,
saw that passage through these dark and
unilluminated byways had a certain foreboding in the
dark, as though around every blind turn a masked
marauder might wait for the lonely stroller. It was
pleasant, though, to saunter around the silent narrow streets with a companion, and to look up curiously at the tall windows and the solid wooden shut-

a universal activity in hotel
are awake early enough
to inhabit them. As the flaky croissant crumbled onto
my sweater, my mind fell upon the most fortuitous of
solutions. would ask the concierge at this fine hotel
to call his colleague at the even finer hotel and ask
for me. In hotel world, concierges arrange things for
the grateful clients who will tip them handsomely.

ters closed against the night, imagining the

in-

negotiations with the courtesy of trying to speak their

Wonder-

language. The suave conciege stared at me confusedly. requested the permission to speak English,
thinking had perhaps said that would like to have a
platypus delivered to my room by mistake. The En-

and by the time both

of us

I

tures of our nights. This

breakfast rooms,

I

side,

ing

if

wondering what they’d had
we’d have dinner.

for dinner.

life

is

when you

I

So

after breakfast

1

marched

desk and began

I

I

I

After a bit of unsuccessful maneuvring,

to the

we found an

open trattoria reccommended by the hotel. Denzil
wanted the fish risotto, a dish that must be made for
two. What do you say to the person who has made

glish version
I

reverted to Italian once

but

6

was apparently

still

equally confounding so

again. “Ah, capito,” he said,

looked daunted, and he confessed that he

had never tried to do anything
said he would try.

like this

nerves were doing the tarantella and my dimples were
caving in. Blathering multiple grazies with what

before. But he

I

hoped were appropriate adjectives, reached
I

Denzil and

sat

I

in

the lounge area

and waited

I

I

was

all

Once he was gone was able to sort though the
crumpled wad in my wallet more intelligently. In

these big corporations. Most curiously

that Frito-Lay

was one

of

my

purse to dig out an artistic piece of cash with sufficient zeros in the lire count. By the time
had rummaged for more than a second, the concierge had
made a graceful retreat to his station.

for the

results. He read the International Herald Tribune and
a few other worthy publications while chewed on a
cuticle. He diverted me for a while reading to me about
the Pope’s trip to Mexico, and how it had been spon-

sored by

into

I

them, and they had

it

I

found two 50,000 lire notes (about $30 each) and a
Mexican chip market by putting a series of
collection of smaller ones that could barely wrap a
collectible Pope portraits in each bag. They were
fist around, but which nonetheless wouldn’t buy a
heralded as “La Papa de Lo Papo” (the potato of the
cheap lunch. didn’t want the
Pope) and were making enough
concierge to pass out from joy
from the scam to rival the
at a handful of bills only to disVatican treasury. stopped think"'...images which I normally
cover that this impossible favor
ing about how the concierge
had of Venice and St. Mark's
had bought him a small pizza
was doing long enough to rumiI
had
and
all
the
sensations
and a glass of vino di tavola.
nate on why the Vatican, the
fourth richest entity in the world,
reuniting
the
pithere,
felt
would accept sponsorship from
On the way out slipped by the
azza to the cathedral, the
corporations for the conveyance
desk and discretely preferred
landing stage to the piazza,
of their most supreme person.
one of the big ones. With practhe canal to the landing
Isn’t this known in art circles as
ticed legerdemain, the concierge
blitzed the

I

I

I

I

selling out?

Burning

Man

ferred to live

My
in

the

stage. ..naturally at these

slipped the thank-you note be-

have pre-

moments I had been tempted,

hind the counter

friends

Project

in

genteel poverty

rather than let a corporation
sponsor them, but they are accused constantly of selling out.
Now perhaps they could accept
sponsorship because it is the
heavenly way.

felicitations

not because of the time of
year to go and walk...
through the watery streets of
if

both sides;
until

On

Venice..."

-Time Regained

I

restrained giggles

out of earshot.

the

fairly

and continued
were exchanged on

way

to the Danieli

annoying with giddy

pation.

I

was

I

antici-

offered Denzil the op-

portunity to skip this Proust part

When my

friend returned to his

more serious reading and

I

to

of the

my cuticle, the minutes

ing with

stay, to avoid

that

I

I

The
it

first difficulty

is like

was finding

I

was

im-

the door to the Danieli;

the Doges’s Palace next door, a fortress for

the upper crust not easily invaded by the rabble.

I

cop-

mild hysteria, but he stalwartly insisted

he wanted to come; soon thereafter
mensely glad he did.

admired the classic Venetian blown glass
chandelier. pulled out my notebook to make some
notes of something, anything, just scraping my pen
along in that occasionally useful activity, staying busy
and looking as though this was all in a day’s work for
me. When the conciege appeared in front of me,
could feel all my nerve endings twittering uncontroldragged.

my

Venice

It

is

not one huge structure, but three adjacent ones, and

my hurry to arrive, let my friend find the entrance
for me while was lost in some mental meanerings.
He was able to steer me into the lobby, and to a desk

lably.

in

I

I

“They will be happy to show you the room,” he said.
“But you must go now before the new guests check
in to

them know that the American journalist
was here; we went to wait in the cavernous lounge

where

it.”

had so hoped to retain a demeanor of world-weary
American journalist just off on another job but my

I

let

The splendiferousness

I

meas we awaited delivery to the

7

was wasted on
Presence. One could

of the place

and asked a few questions. (“Was that the
door to his mother’s room??) and permitted him to
escort us downstairs. As we gave thanks
slipped
him the other big bill had in waiting, and we headed
back to the lounge for a celebratory Campari.

see the massive marble pillars that susit would be like missing a phalanx of tanks. was perhaps more attentive
to the miniscule nervous tick that worked over a corner of my eyebrow as thought about where would
be in fifteen of the longest minutes in memory.
not

fail

the whole,

to

tained the spectacular ceiling,
I

I

I

I

I

Denzil

The man who came

me

in

the lounge to scribble franti-

ner and was most
congenial, but

the supervisory element that said

us had that

to fetch

man-

public-oriented

remember

My eyes

I

can’t

something

ate the old

mere

conveyed us
to the third floor, and
the hallway between
and this hotel room
all

hotel rooms.

We

I

ask our guide if he would leave me here for a while,
but he apologised and refused. There was no chance
onto the mattress while the concierge looked

discretely at his watch, so

I

pulled out

and recorded as much about

my

me

this

my

room as

upon entering the cavernous

took a seat near the bar on the wall

notebook
I

Denzil returned

could.

respectfully to

and we sat

for

an even longer while
with no attention. We
decided it might be

make our way
back to Piazza San
Marco, and have
best to

ecstacy, Denzil did his best to

divert the concierge with questions;

when he had

I

I

I

Outside, leaving

that kept the waiters from taking a

across from the entrance. This is where
Proust sat, thought, back to the wall, directly across
from the entering specimens, and with a 180 degree
vision of the total procedings. A man who so valued
observing the human condition would never take a
table in the middle, where only half the room were
visible, or facing any wall.

approched the door and my heart threatened to
squeeze out my ears. sailed in and turned quietly
about to see it all in a deep glance. turned back to

of falling

was

cocktail order.

Instinctively,

lobby.

it

of

this

not a daily activity, but something special,

his face.

that

lift

'

left

and await the attention of a waiter while
he went out to get something. They were setting up for some kind of big reception; my professional eye spotted the catering gear and
cally

run out of the ordi-

nary questions, he dreamed up
new ones (“So, which building do
the Americans prefer?” he asked
about the three that made up the
hotel. “They like the one that’s 1 00
years old because they like the
plumbing better,” the concierge
said. “And the French?” Denzil went

cocktails with lunch at

Proust’s favorite Ve-

the
Florian. desperately
needed a restorative
netian

cafe,

I

for the

nerves that

had worked
time

in

triple

the hotel,

and

move

on.

on. “Oh, they like the

agreed

building.”

We came out onto the

like

strip of

old,

400 year-old
“And the Italians?” “They
the one that’s only 300 years
because that seems a bit more

to

the

Grand Ca-

nal that Proust trav-

eled frequently between his bed and the magnificent

modern.”)

piazza.

Even

was

in

my

bliss,

I

took pity on the concierge

who
had been overwhelmed for hours, but this was the
moment it hit me. Huge liquid excrescences poured
from my eyes, and most horribly, my nose. Between
the hotel and the Piazza San Marco, a five minute

American journalist, and
Denzil, who was watching him sneak peeks at the
time and pushing
to buy me a little longer.
came
out into the hallway, disappointed a bit, but thrilled on
itching to ditch the

it

I

I
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were rendered untouchable
a thirteen-year-old who had just

San Marco stuns you, though, gleaming

walk, two handkerchiefs

art.

and

sunshine

I

babbled

like

touched Leonardo

we

was a
trip to the Fortuny Museum. It was, like so many of
the museums needed to see during brief visits to
Europe, closed. Finding required expert map consultation, but even more difficult, figuring out what
streets we were on. Street names are painted
somewhere on the sides of buildings at the cor-

The next agenda

when

entered

the
Florian, the cafe
built in 1720 that had

been the

it

favorite of

ners at least once every two hundred years. Fresh

have

to

item on the Proustcapade

I

so many cultural heroes.
Casanova

claimed

the

di

Caprio. Things did
not improve

in

paint

stopped there for a
coffee after escaping from the Doge’s
Palace around the
corner before flee-

ily

to

and arrows lead the tourist more or less easSan Marco or the Rialto, but little care is given

to finidng the

Fortuny

Museum. was disappointed
I

miss it, but it was difficult to be too dissappointed
about anything; just walking through the streets of
the city was a magical experience.
to

ing Venice.
I

The

into several

cried

my way through most

the very

very

intermingled doubly.

in-

All

the faces of the people,

showed

the language

little

sign of

creation; gilded

learned

its

mu-

I

to the point of

my

We

way

to Milan, quietly

Italian

afternoon.

spite of

the beauties of the place,

my

people, the sound of

out of Venice on a beautiful afternoon,

eyes

off

moved me

the food, the colors,

being annoying. As the

take

perception of the sunny

in

kicked myself for never having

sufficiently,

rals overhead, rich damask walls, velvet banquettes,
marble table tops and floors gleamed through my

damp

our stay

I

timate small rooms,

renovation since

of

good time was having. Laughter and tears

divided

interior,

the countryside

weeping

all

until

train pulled
I

could not

we were

half-

the way.

both ordered pasta in a pastry crust and Camparis,
and Denzil once again slipped out to leave me honking
into

yesterday’s dried out hankies, reverting to full-on

weeping every few minutes, recovering long enough
some photos and notes and obsess on the
prospect that Proust sat in the Florian exactly where
had sat, and for all the same reasons as surmised

to take

I

my

mother that I would not
leave Venice... I went on to say that
she would soon see whether I was serious or not. And when the hour came
at which, accompanied by all my be"J told

I

at the Danieli.

Lunch was served on an enormous silver platter
draped with linen, and set onto the marble table top.
Weeping terminated for a while as admired the tiny
bowl of butter rosettes, the restorative Campari
arranciata, and the overall presentation. The food was
not nearly as good as had expected, but that’s perhaps because my swollen mucus membranes admitted little taste. The pasta was so overcooked that the
pieces crumbled under the fork; it didn’t matter. This
was the most memorable lunch of my life.

longings, she set off for the station, I
ordered a drink to be brought out to

I

me

on the terrace overlooking the ca-

I

After lunch
of

we had to take a

San Marco.

and

settled

there to

stopped in front of the hotel a musician sang O sole mio."

look at the glorious church

-The Fugitive

have little personal
architecture, or even most of the

Unlike Proust,

interest in religious

down

watch
the sunset, while from a boat that had
nal,

I

9

At

last...

Caffe Proust!
gleaming Wolff range, the newly installed ventilasystem, the handicap accessible bathroom, and
all the other things installed by the previous restaurateur, and wondered how much of all that expensive
equipment was still in place. scribbled down the
phone number and immediately called for an appointbig

contemplated the upcoming thrill
of the Venice Proustcapade, with or without my friend
Denzil, who had provided the tickets, but very likely
would never make it to the plane himself, left my
house on a dismal, gray day and walked down the
Last December, as

!

tion

I

I

one block to the bus stop. At the corner, saw a
that would change my life as much as Proust

hill

I

ment.

sign

had: “For Lease”

it

said.

The wife

arranged for

because when moved
into MPHQ fourteen years ago, that space was a cafe.
could leave
It was because that cafe existed that
the grand cafe life of North Beach for a new existence in the Western Addition. As it happened, that cafe closed within a few
months after moved in. Nonetheless,
the flat moved into had more square
I

was familiar with

that space,

of the kung-fu

I

to

me to see

remember how very

master was very gracious and
it.

Once

been

left

in

Wolff,

frequented

and not co-habitues
and the Savoy Tivoli.

my

guests,

cial

space be-

gave her a month

intact.

The

was cheap,

the deposit mini-

a realty company, and remained

raising their two-year-old,

remem-

kitchen, re-

mained

mal; a sense of ex-

so until 1 989 when for six months it was
a restaurant. The charming woman
who opened it was immediately deluged with business by a neighborhood
starved for places to dine. The closest
place to go for dinner in these parts,
unless you want a pizza or a sandwich,
is nearly a mile away. The owner’s
husband was not so pleased by her
success. He thought she should be

home

smaller

bit

I

and ventilation, the
truly expensive
parts of a commer-

rent

came

the

the Ansel system

of Caffe Trieste

After the cafe closed, the

at

bered, but sizable;

Of course in my new
had coffee, lunch and

dinner with were usually

a

than

my former life.
I

was

There

I

the friends

went

I

last to the kitchen.

and the flat inhabited in the Beach,
and soon became as filled with people
life,

my

held

I

breath as

I

as

Deco back bar had

place by a previous tenant.

I

I

was amazed

I

large the space actually was,

equally thrilled to see that an old

I

feet than both the cafes

inside,

citement welled up

and almost choked

me She

sent

me

home with an application to

fill

out for

the landlord.

immediately

I

called

and

my

spiritual

practical advi-

matters of
J.D.
business,
sor

and

to get rid of the place.

in

She could not find a buyer in the time he gave her,
and so, once again, the owners of the building reinstalled their realty company on the premises; a
kung-fu studio was in there for the last year and a

who has made getting me a cafe one of his
personal projects. He advised me to call everyone
who had ever said they would give me some backing

they had snatched the space within days of the
sign going up, during a period of my life when never

them the time had

amazed

to

had a moment

provide

some

Petras,

if

half;

I

to

read signs.

I

ever found the right business opportunity and

night

Staring at the sign

in

the window,

I

remembered the

I

hear

And so

I

did,

tell

and was

how many people would be willing

dribs

and drabs

to

of capital. Later that

took a long look at the application that the land-

lord provided.

10

arrived.

The heart

that

had been

sailing at

Concorde altitude crashed instantly when recognized
that no landlord in his right mind would rent to anyone with my financial portfolio. called J.D. back and
told him my fears; he advised me in the art of business finessing; he regretted his own inability to sign

homey to high tech, modest to magnificent, sucking in menus, decor, construction and as much food
and drink as possible to make up for the 20-hour hikes
from venue to venue. All over, everywhere, we ponfrom

I

I

dered flooring and lamps, wall colors and embellishments. Denzil kept ordering fish risotto (always for
two) once we made it to Italy.

me at that time for business stickiness
and told me to keep calling around in

the lease with

own,

of his

search of a co-signer.

One of the most likely prospects said he would, but
his own finances were in severe disarray at the moment; he told me to ask Denzil, the benefactor who
was already sponsoring the Proustcapade. The idea
gave me pause; how many nice things can you expect a single person to do? But

I

tried

it,

in

We returned to San
the

examining

the most

I

I

that

He closed our conversation
was a possibility.

it.

it

with the notion

The next afternoon he opened

his statements in that
cranky but charming fashion of his that suggested
I’ve come to my senses, and no. Instead he said yes;
hung up the phone in a blissful delirium. It would
happen, at last. was getting that cafe of my dreams.

I

I

buildings

I

The space was

not available

until

the end of January,

and so we could spend our travel time
ing the plan. But

in

the three

in

In

the

fell

within that range.

manner

of things bureaucratic, this

diagram

did not offer us addresses too. There are services

Europe evolv-

weeks before we

the nooks, crannies, architectural oddi-

it.

I

I

over

all

and other features of our acquisition before we
even knew exactly what to do with
We applied for
the liquor license and found ourselves buried under
days worth of bureaucratic hell. Among other things,
we were informed that we must determine exactly
what residences fell within 500 feet of the building,
and send each resident notification of our application. took advantage of the fact that one of the residents at MPHQSF is a city planner; he provided us
with an aerial view of the neighborhood, and which
ties

and undemanding fashion could muster. Knowing Denzil as well as
do, was certain that
he’d have to sleep on it, and that
wouldn’t sleep
conciliatory

first

Francisco on January 25, and on
of February, we got the keys. It took days of

do the job

what the addresses are, but they were not in our budget of expenditures to open. assumed would just do this
part myself, and so wandered around the neighborhood with pad and pencil and wrote them all down, a
task that took hours. The final list had 730 entries.
that will

left,

and New Year’s to get through,
and the MPHQ’s biggest annual party. Twelfth Night.
We had to secure the lease and begin the incredible
bureaucratic horror of opening a business. We needed
there were Christmas

of finding out exactly

I

I

I

determine the nature of our business agreement,
draft a functional business plan, and most importantly,
decide what the place would be called, an essential
to

Anyone who has never opened a business before

part of filing the papers.

cannot conceive of the hoops bells and whistles addressed before the doors are open. It gives me new

A

respect for the foreigners

succession of

down

all

peak

and do

around, or the ones agreed upon by most

participants

the

names came up and were booed

were disliked by Denzil. One morning

of this particular frenzy,

unarguable certainty. “What was
emailed to Denzil. “Caffe Proust.”

awoke

I

I

with

ing,

in

an

thinking???”

but

it;
it

not only
is

is

also, for

it

who come

grueling

them,

in

to this

country

and endurance-test-

another language.

As the news of our business spread far and wide,
troops began gathering behind us. We discovered that
we knew someone who could do any of the things

I

we needed;

architects, contractors, painters, electri-

cians, graphic designers, seamstresses, upholsterers, faux artists, floor specialists, color consultants,

We signed the lease on January

sign makers, lighting designers and every other nec-

and on the 11*^
we both got on the plane. This vacation abroad for
Proustification became all-out cafe research the moment we hit foreign soil. From our first evening in Berlin
until

the last

in

Milan,

we

10*^

essary person showed up and offered their services.
Once upon a time, the phrase most common in my
conversation was “Proust said that.” Now it is “I have
a friend working on that.”

scrutinized establishments

11

We even

time to do

of

mum

had a friend of a friend who is a plumber. All
these people either gave us their services, acceped
minimal payment (except the plumber) or trade in
“Proust bucks” good for dinners or drinks, or became

it.

So we decided

open

to

a maxi-

with

capacity of 49, with lines of hungry neighbors

waiting outside,

and a veritable ocean

of

empty space

within.

partners.

would have thought this city planner housemate was
a plus, since he is a wonderful friend of many years.
I

after we got the keys, we posted a notice
on the door about who we were and what we planned
to do. Day after day, we would be sitting at the command central desk inside and watching the neighbors

A few days

gather to read our

letter of intent.

many

wildly

of them, and everyone
enthused about our open-

ing.

Some

of the

to

until

we

of the regulations

a

grim understanding of the

it

was that

I

dently desired... ”

be a million
contemplate
things to
and act on before opening. That estimate doesn’t
take into account the number of people
who will court your business every
single day; companies obtain new clients by calling
everyone who has just filed for a business license
and posted the legal notice in the newspaper. One of
the first companies to court us was a linen supply
house. An excited saleswoman entered and inquired
if we were referring to The Proust; when
said yes,
she began to quote him. At that moment knew that
other suppliers may have lower prices, but this was
the one we’d use.
there

knowledge

of city planning provide

not end until 1 had
achieved what I so ar-

opened.

One imagines

find that his

me, a task which would

neighbors said they

weren’t leaving our doorstep

I

envisaged the task before

We

was

spoke

“Thus

Instead,

fine points of

control.

the

It

government

doesn’t matter to

city that this

hood
to go

is

neighbor-

starved for places

New

for dinner.

regu-

lations in recent years

made the space

I

have

rented un-

suitable for a commercial

will

tenant,

and the only thing

makes possible for
me to open a business
there is that there have
that

-Time Regained

it

been businesses there before;
someone moved in and made a residential
space, it could never be a business again. So my
house mate assures me that any alterations wish to
make in that location will be looked upon with disfavor, and permits will require unending patience.
if

it

I

I

Why has the zoning department decreed that a busi-

I

One

ness

will

atic for the clientele. This insures that

thing

The

will

be problematic

but allowed
It’s

because,

if it

doesn’t

my house

in

it

ever since. Furthermore, the president of the

neighborhood association stopped by to say how
excited the neighborhood was about us opening. That
doesn’t matter, he said, because that’s the way it is.
Damn what the people think, the zoning department
has spoken.

every single

for the proprietor.

is an Issue. It’s
zoned for a maximum capacity of 49. We could fit 80 in the space easily, but in
order to do so, we’d have to put in another bathroom
and another door, in spite of the fact that the place
already has two doors. The other door must be located at least 23 feet from the main exit; logistically
that would mean the other door must be either on top
of the bar, or in my office. And if we should try to do
anyway, it would mean a flurry of permit applications
to file, months and months of waiting for approval,
and months of waiting for our contractor to have the
it

is illegal

I

size of the place, for example,

very large, and yet

that location

mate says, the neighborhood association is very
strong, and they don’t like to see any changes in the
neighborhood. But, say, this space was built as a
commercial space in 1892, and has had businesses

be bureaucrats to
deal with in the process of opening, even long after
the applications have been filed. Fire inspectors,
health inspectors and building inspectors will come
through to be certain that there is nothing whatsoever about the establishment that could be problemalso imagines that there

in

question the zoning status?

is

While struggling to meet the expectations of Health,
Fire and Building Inspectors, and the Alcoholic Bev-

erage Control Board, the debate over the colors of
the place wore on for nearly three months.

reached consensus on the walls
colors of the trim,

if

we

fairly

We

had

soon, and the

not the specific variations thereof.

couldn’t decide was the ceiling.
The only thing
Our painter friend, who agreed to direct our volunteer painting crew, shook his head and reminded us

it
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that

you had

One day

I

to paint

the ceiling

could stand

it

no longer and we got ten

gallons of purple paint for the ceiling.
into the

process,

beautiful.

I

knew

But then again,

if

aspect of things, had no worries.
spectors shared her approval.
cial

first.

Two

was no

mistake.

If

only the

in-

Our contractor friend scored us 500 pounds of lovely
old velvet drapes that had once concealed the mys-

gallons

was
enough investment money

it

I

It

teries of the Scottish Rites,.

Amidst the ongoing pres-

surfaced, the ceiling would be covered over with cork

sure of investments, the mystery drapes posed a com-

would be sad to see go, but the
cork would do wonders for the noise level and the
Proustianity of the place. For the moment, it served
the very necessary task of beginning the process,
bringing us one step closer to opening the doors.

plicated question.

soon

thereafter.

It

it

the process of getting

in

faux finishers,

it

all

decoupage

came

company was needed
sary functions. After
tion,

lease;

together

A

designers, sign

Enthusiasm and well-wishes abounded, but when it
to acquiring the funds necessary to keep the
operation afloat, and to collecfthe funds from willing
risk-takers. I’d found the one aspect of the restaurant
business that was unquestionably the most difficult.
There were people who were more than willing to take
a chance on me, and even some with funds to risk on
their certainty. In all too many cases, those funds were
nearly available, and they and awaited them with a
single breath withheld in a collection of lungs. A month

for

in

of velvet

were

single investor willing to

the interim,

full

who

is

a superb

artist,

The money continued to show up in small increments,
and piece by piece, element by element, the glorious
interior took shape. Our faux finish artist, Mark
Obermeyer, turned paint into antiquity, stone, and
vines. Our painter friend, Joachim von Rombs, used

my

dear friend and acupuncturist Carol Francois, changed my conception

a curious techniques to give us the salmon walls of
old Venice with a tissue-like corporeality. Ongoing
since the first month, a project of decoupaging table
tops dragged on. We took ordinary restaurant tables,
and a team of more than a dozen creative friends
worked hundreds of hours converting them into works

She ap-

visited the site.

possible collect-

beloved
house mate, and investor in Caffe Proust. A $3 Proust
Buck purchased today buys us a pastry bag tomorrow, and that much more peace of mind.

on.

when she

gifts,

value and beautiful to behold, were created by

Miss Jane the Cat,

foolhardy. Satisfying the financial de-

of certain things

as San

self-proclaimed

—

the

opening was not enough. The fundraising
went on and on and on.

shui consultant,

—the

emperor of San Francisco in the wild Gold Rush
days our currency might be useful elsewhere some

of

The feng

frill-and-

of appreciated character

Francisco’s Emperor Norton

ible

And on and on and

that

we supported

Those funds in the bank may never be touched if all
went well, and the number of people who had sworn
they would be there daily showed up once a week.
Any business person knows that depending on all
is

the closet

cough up the

day. Proust Bucks, wonderful

mands

in

a new, lighter
yardage simplified matters immensely.

bank.

going well

remained

to stay there for the duration of the

the indications

we become as

enough

a comfortable cushion resting peacefully

person or

nominations of $3, $13, and $22 are available to the
faithful. They are legal tender at the restaurant, but if

before the anticipated opening, the funds were there
but also with not

different

our belief by minting the
Caffe Proust currency. Proust bucks, available in deIn

I

frill,

all

A

more than half the necesa couple of months of deliberafor

backup funds would simplify matters the most. As the
final tasks were underway, the installation of the bar,
hiring and training of staff, the acquisition of last necessities, no such windfall had yet surfaced. Twelve
single-share investors would have done the trick admirably also; these angels who would permit me full
breath again hover like heavenly messengers of paradise, and slowly they glide in for the Assumption of
the shares. My faith knows no bounds.

came

open without a single

500 pounds

eighth-ton of

makers and genteel laborers swarming around at the
same time. Most of my own time was spent on the
phone, arranging it all and soliciting the essential
funds that tunneled out as soon as they came in.

to

the

and threatened

together, with painters,

artists,

could they be cut, cleaned,

sewed, fireproofed and hung?

Every permutation and combination of architects,
plumbers, contractors and inspectors

How

proved of our color choice, but advised that the floor
be black. She nixed the bookshelves that had intended to use as room dividers, and suggested that
an unimpeded flow of energy served us better. The
space itself pleased her, and bode well. In this cruI

of art of Proustian significance, or just beauty. Cer-
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tain

ones were

men/women,

clearly

devoted

to special

when two other
ganged up on me to make fun of the future
of black carpet, pouted and submitted to dark red. A
few days later, when the red carpet was installed next
to the sage-green floorboards, even the heartiest
champion of red had to agree that was a bilious
combination. Mark Obermeyer saved the day by

themes:

the choice of black rather actively, but

Paris, Venice, the seaside, furniture,

partners

food, fashion, love. Very late each night, after hours

I

of cutting up magazines, positioning images, gluing,
and hunting for something of exactly the right size,

necessary for the finality of
compsition, would go home and search for the right
Proust quotes to go with each theme, to be cast in
calligraphy beneath the final vinyl.

shape and

sensibility

it

I

Miraculously, Colin Finn

showed up

to

changing the floorboards
artful interior, he said, as

become an

an Aries determination
things done; he became, unquesactive partner, with

it

was

prise,

it

we were

was
who would take on

menu as planned and run with
It was only three days before

the

instal-

it.

the party that Diana found Jim
Jardine, the talented and capable
culinary artist

who dared
its

to take

collection of

semi-functional appliances.

The opening party loomed in four
days; an enormous pile of dirt still
covered a sizeable patch

abandoned

detritus of

minute plumber’s

We were quickly approaching the
date for aesthetic or other

improvements. Other issues demanded precedence,
like the hundreds of interviews given to people answering our call for employees. The last of the front
house staff was decided upon, a cast of characters
spanning the globe but incuding only four Americans,
and they would make their debut at the party.

Early

before the cut-off date, the color of the car-

engendered hours
to help with the

of floor,

a lastAround the
earth (with bits of bone carefully
examined in dread that we’d unearthed an Indian burial site, but
discovered to be sheep, and other
questionable remains) hovered a
daunting collection of paint cans, tools, pizza boxes
and abandoned objects. Dozens of people worked
19 hours each day to lay concrete, cart out
unnecesary objects, finish the last of the deorative
bits and organize for the party.
the

fumes.

needed carpets

10*^

to

birthday, the

so, whether

finding the chef

Jane coated each of the tables
with a noxious substance that
dried into hard plastic, while
Joachim copper-leafed the bar,
the mouldings and the furbelows
atop the 16-foot columns. Mark
carefully painted an extravagant
vine around the mouldings above
the windows, as their dogs
lounged patiently amidst the

We

and

on the kitchen and

pets, like that of the ceiling,

began

tional wait staff; the last hitch

tually serve.

cussion.

the place

ready or not, the opening do was
scheduled for the birthday weekend. We had a dazzling, interna-

got to finish the last of the

A week

when

painting.

perfect date to launch the enter-

decoupage table tops and oh yes,
think about the food we would ac-

cut-off

were a

would be Proust’s

mits, applications, licenses, errant

I

it

take shape and an opening loomed; on the

to get

capable manager to
complement my general manager, the awesome Diana Rogers,
a woman with humor and charm
combined with a well-earned
sense of natural authority. The two
of them took charge of the per-

lation;

if

the beginning of July

tionably, the

plumbers, equipment and

to antique gold, framing the

of dis-

in

the morning the day of the event, the last of

the unwanted objects

were carted up the

piled in corners of the

MPSGHQ.

furniture

noise

up

and to diminish the impact of standing on a
concrete floor fourteen hours a day, as several of us
would certainly do. But what color? championed

factor,

call.

was

carried

for the lovely

The new

At the

hill

same

to

be

time,

down from the house to make
we had hoped to buy.

antique pieces

wait staff arrived early

in

the day to help

with setting up; our charming French waitress, Juliette,

I
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was handed a needle an thread and asked
cover evidence

doilies onto a chair to

Mme Verdurin.

sew

abuse.

was an event so long-awaited and so full of cheer
that when ten o’clock rolled around and in theory we
It

The wood was
In

of cat

to

polished, sparkling glasses laid out.

the kitchen Jim Jardine spearheaded the produc-

should end our party at the cafe (to avoid alienating
our neighbors and the ordinances they theoretically

tion of elaborate, beautiful

hors d’oeuvres.

At four

and

the afternoon,

in

the guests began to arrive.

It

was

a formal

up

large

space zoned

As evening

Bohemian Club

some

String

was

free from the kitchen, only to discover

San Francisco’s Bohemian

that

I

Proust’s times,

like,

artists, writers,

Now

I

In

Club was what it sounds
male, of

I

elegant and

Proustian party music for our guests.

all

a private

club,

it

phone

is

might wonder

of fledgling

was

list

violinists, but

few talented

in

began

I

for him.

call to

The me-

call.

Around me, as

I

call.

moved

about showing guests

good

tables,
sifting

to

making desserts or
through piles of pa-

pers manifesting with

furi-

ous speed, neck crooked to maintain the mobile appendage, the appliances purchased at auction broke
down one by one. The mammoth refrigerator, 747

tore myself away
from the well-wishers to slip quietly into the corner of
the room where they played, and settled in among
the delighted listeners. laughed at myself, thinking

was becoming

it

but the creditors also

string players bother with

playing,

“

it

dia calls. All very exciting,

John was discovered, and
recruited by the Bohos to come and play with them,
and he, in turn, recruited them to play for us, Bohemians for bohemians.
the quartet

it

called

tomers-to-be

the second-string viola.

Qnce

I

arange private events. Curious cus-

day, moonlighted for years as a classical vioof

in

Friends

was none other than the remarkable John

is full

the

how delightful a thing the telephone
the days when wasn’t a body part.

deal with

business people could get the Boho String

The world

room
phone

enter the dining

I

menus and

a supernatural instrument before which we stand amazed”
but that didn’t stop him from
having his housekeeper imitate his voice so she could

how a genuinely bohemian crew

with local symphonies.

the office,

Our Marcel

Casten, the very person who made the Marcel Proust
Support Group happen. John, a computer program-

mer by

in

a day of answering the

after

think of

Quartet to play for our opening. Our fabulous ace
the hole

slave to the mobile phone.

with an armload of

notable military leaders and numerous
other political figures are members. While
they hardly qualify as Bohemians, the club continues
to be home to all sorts of artistic endeavors, among
them a string quartet.

One

was a

Every evening,

and other such

a private club, all male, of
social movers and shakers, most of whom
are very well-to-do. Henry Kissinger, all
the living ex-presidents, Clint Eastwood,
sorts.

hugs and

Jim began bringing in people he liked to work with,
and with only a series of recipes and virtually no direction from me, the theoretical executive
chef, they began turning out dishes a
beatiful as could have hoped, and just like
my mother used to make them. At last,

[

very

Quartet set up to play

felicitations,

5 am. Very fortunately indeed,

until

opened, a day much needed to recover ourselves
and the two spaces of our revelry from it’s success.

for 49.

the

fell,

house. The toasting,

ally

evening,

into the

at the

we had the foresight to take a day off before we actu-

more and more tuxedos
and formal dresses, more
deeply smiling faces,

crowded

settled in

kisses went on

affair,

and the arrivals sparkled
and shone in an array of
finery. Into the

moved the single block up the hill
among the remains of the cafe clean-

required), the party

volume, froze all the produce; the ice machine, after
a day of plumbing, failed to cough up cubes; we
changed a wall plug to accomodate the obscure connection of a fryer only to discover that the fryer was
dysfunctional; the computer kakked. Each day was

I

I

Proust’s ridiuclous society hostess.
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—
fraught with appliance suicide, with only the

phone

into the night getting to

and that worked too well:
while on it, we accumulated an avalanche of messages, that there was never an opportunity to check,
because when it all wasn’t going fabulously well and
we were too busy, some object or another breathed
retaining

its

into the adventure, there

was a death

other;

sometimes

leave together, going to a bar open later to
continue the bond that grew up among them immedi-

they

functionality,

ately.

all

The

initiating of this start-up

began with love

everyone who walks in the doors
feels it instantly, sees it instead of the stained and
tattered furniture, enjoys it as much as the splendid

and continues

its last.

Four days

know each

in

it;

food.
in

my family; this person was one of those relatives so
dear that the enormous happines of creation dimmed
completely. Days went by and when there was no
guest to greet or commentary to be made, conversation lost

its

sparkle.

The

ing the cafe for Burning

as

had before.

it

when

It

was

intervening

Man had
all

work

little

of organiz-

pre-excitement

work, and hard;

it

was

only

happy diners and
hoped my departing

the dining room bulged with

drinkers that

my mood

raised;

I

uncle had stopped by for a look on the

my waiting

how

way out, so he

done; thinking
about him, knew he would be disappointed to hear
that stopped doing anything but live life to the fullest
capacity of happiness, and especially now. As the
list of pressing stresses threatened to teeter over, the
could

tell

aunt

well

I’d

I

I

resolution

not to waver, to

make

it

all

work became

fanatic, like love. No, not like love, but truly love. All
life

is

balance, one friend said; pain and pleasure,

pleasure and pain.

The catastrophic

and mechanical failures
of Caffe Proust have certainly been an ongoing pain,
but on the pleasure side there are the new friends we
meet daily, and our bright young staff, each one of
them so endearing that can’t help but hug and kiss
them on their way out. Sometimes we stay on late
electrical

I

Coming

in Issue #9

Ask
Advice

Proust!

to the lovelorn

and otherwise-addled.

and other difficulties can be mailed to P at
Caffe Proust, 1801 McAllister Street, San Francisco, CA 94115, or emailed to
psegal@well.com, and you will be told what Proust said about that.

Your questions regarding love,

life
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Translation and Publishing
New

The news on the translation front combines both
promise and disappointment. To answer all the correspondents, and the curious

who have

be that Mr. Howard suffered a superstitious angst, knowing that every other
single-handed translator has died in the process? To
date, have not been able to find out why: an issue
it

I

for

Books...

In the last month, three enchanting new Proust books
have arrived at my desk: Marcel Proust, a Life by
Jean-Yves Tadie, Proust Among the Stars by Malcolm
Bowie and Proust by Edmund White. Both the Tadie
and Bowie works were sent to me by the publisher,
and the former in one of those most coveted advance
proofs. I’ve delved into all of them a bit, while spending most of my late-night hours grappling with

not actually

asked, the long-awaited Richard Howard version got
shelved, incomplete. Could

another issue.

PageMaker to get this
The promise

of

a Penguin translation surely

will

be

Two

of

few moments

pleasure.

me about their progress. Most

first,

recently, Lydia Davis, the translator for the first book,

wrote:

“It is

on others
itself is

on some days absorbing and

frustrating

the

first

In

scores.

The

first is

he wrote the slimmest of the volumes, a mere
1 56 pages, one
can actually finish quickly and have
I

title

that

challenge.”

sense

of pleasure that
is

that

it

is

comes from

completion.

the most deliciously gossipy

look at Proust I’ve yet seen, giving substantial atten-

Ms. Davis hints that we may expect yet another title
to the Proust magnum opus. Just when we are all

tion to the

used

thors skim over politely.

a recherche du temps perdu, or
in English, Remembrance of Things Past, now translated as In Search of Lost Time”, we can look forward to adding a new definitive title. In twenty years,
just identifying the work will take verbiage of a length
and descriptive nuance equal the work itself.
it

and an

the struggle to determine which to inhale

Edmund White won on two

The second

to calling

of text

that

satisfying.

— as you can imagine. The

1262 pages

amplitude of notes and footnotes, hours of reading

these magnificent seven have taken a
to write to

issue out. This impressive stack

of Proustiana represents

met, with seven different people taking on a book

each.

News

“/A

letters

homosexuality question that so many aujust read last night about
slipped back and forth under Mama’s bedroom
I

door and Marcel’s, well known to be their principle
form of communication, concerning a photo of him
with his friends Robert de Piers and Lucien Daudet
Mama apparently hated it because they all looked so
very very, and she refused to allow him to circulate it.
.
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the next issue, there’ll be

more

Investors Sought

say about all
three works. Also, in March, the Marcel Proust Support Group will begin a fresh chapter at Caffe Proust.
In honor of this momentous occasion. I’ve decided to
buy the beautiful Modern Library edition in hardback.
My paperback Kilmartin-Moncrieff translations, both
sets, have seen such abuse that the spines have deteriorated and they are have all been held together
withSuperglue, scotch tape, packing tape, and finally
rubber bands.
In

to

I’m looking forward to Proust inseveral

you have read the article in this issue of Proust
Said That regarding Caffe Proust, you may not be
surprised to learn that seven months into the
process, we are continuing to search for a small
amount of investment money. Operating a new business without the benefit of a cash cushion is as
demanding and difficult as all the books about opening a business tell you it will be; would be filled with
angst were it not for the total success of things to
date: the tremendous reviews, television
attention,wholehearted neighborhood support, and
the steady increase in business.
If

immenently

cartable parts, suitable for dragging along on a Muni

bus ride or other experiences in which you prefer to
be socially invisible. The possiblility of falling asleep
with Proust in my hands, having the volume clunk to
the floor, and yet remain virtually intact, has an unarguable cachet.

I

However, we are still in need of the funds we never
had for a marketing campaign, making sure ail our
taxes get paid on time, some worthy aesthetic embellishments, and the extra cash in the bank just in case.
We still have about six shares we’d like to sell (out of
300 total); each share costs $1,000.00. As is now
tax time, and many of you out there may be thinking
that a little write-off would be useful. This year we are
a write-off, but in a year or so we show all signs of
being the proverbial cash cow.
it

Time, the

phenomenon so

well understood by

Proustians, certainly figures prominently

concerns.

in

our

list

of

We are happy to send you a business plan

you are interested, but there are very few shares
If you have always wanted a reason to come
to San Francisco, if you have ever nursed the hidden
urge to own a piece of a glamour business (for everyone except the people who actually make it happen), or if you’d prefer to give some money to us as
opposed to the IRS, please give us a call at:
if

available.

415 345.9560
.

or

at:

cafFeproust@earthlink.net
or:

http://www.proust.com

John Casten plays at the opening of Caffe
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The Proust Comic Book
The French, for whom quality is paramount and Proust
a sacred cow, occasionally surprise us. The big shock
to close this millennium and sail into the next is that a
Frenchman, Stephane Heuet, reduced Proust to the
graphic novel format. In 72 pages, readers can gallop through “Combray” and have pictures, just in case
the text wasn’t clear enough. A scandal, one read in

Of course it can be argued that Heuet strips Proust
of his profound depth, but given the medium, how
could it be otherwise? The graphic novel medium is
a most democratic one, bringing a grand literary
achievement to the attention of the general public;
considering how little the public is given for advance-

the press.

ment
ings,

The minute heard of this book had to get my hands
on a copy; called the European Bookstore in San
Francisco and ordered one. A few weeks later it ar-

its

aesthetic, intellectual or sensitive lean-

a People’s Proust

is

a

to humanity.

gift

I

I

Humanity,

I

such depth,

I

sation that the

brilliant

artist,

had come back to
something else.

like all of creation, falls into

perfection.

opened the package on the way home,
rived, and
curiosity raging. That first glance at the cover evoked
memories of the most Proustian sort, the strange sengian comic

of

Much
is

not

condition holds

matches,

of humanity,
all

to

interest

compared
It

is

pointless

expect the world to read
Proust because most of it

do

would not be interested.

drawn and

riosity,

does an amazing job of
capturing those early
chapters of Remem-

tion to

brance

Guy

which the

is

a sector of hu-

manity that at least has cu-

col-

ored, the graphic novel

in

soccer

to

But there
Beautifully

to

in

human

automobiles or our faculties of
reproduction.

Bel-

Herge,
life

as Proust explains

that deep. Minutia of the

little

television,

categories of

if

insufficient motiva-

know what

this

Proust fellow was about;

Heuet

tics

,

and

his publisher,

Delcourt, gives

them

members are

that satisfactory glimmer,

revealed:
all
grandmother’s walks in
any weather, the goofy

while reminding Proust-lov-

of the family

well

aunts

how

who

ers of the past about the
plot.

there,

curious, there

can’t figure out

Swann

Out

among the
be many

will

who

the case of wine, the

are sufficiently enchanted to read the whole

family’s surprise to learn

thing.

that

to

thank

Swann

of the

is

a

for

member

Jockey Club, and

their pity for his

I

of

Mama,

a sort of kinship with

think he and
Heuet;
share the objective of
amusing people sufficiently
to make them pick up th en-

having to

I

deal with such types, the

sweetness

feel

the

peculiar triangle of Aunt

Leonie, Francoise and
Eulalie and so on. By necessitity, not all the details
are covered of course.
However, if you can read
French, and can get through a short graphic novel,
you will still know more about Proust than 99.9 per-

tirety of

we

I

Proust and actually

console ourselves with the opportunity to make the subject known at least in part to those
who will never read it. My compliments to this beauti-

read

ful

cent of the world’s population, certainly enough to
dazzle companions at cocktail parties.
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it.

If

not,

act of complicity.

The Art

of Poker

Maneuvering one's way through life remains the most
challenging game of all, and one that play at strenuously each day. The pleasures of board games are
lost on me, but do often love an evening of poker at
was charmed to read in The
friendly stakes.
Guermantes IVay that society hostesses of the Belle
Epoque also loved this game:’When she had any of
these literary or political lions in her house she contented herself, as did the Duchesse de Guermantes,
with sitting them down to play poker.”
I

I

I

I

was reminded of how much

at

a

friend's

hour

of five

love this

I

game recently

Roaring 20s gambling night. In a single
card stud was dealt a flush, a straight
houses, without drawing a single card.

The Proust corpse cake (see page 26) wasn’t
the only grand Proust cake of the season. This
one was made by Chef “B” Preisendanz for a
surprise party for me on the 77th anniversary of

I

and two full
The odds against

has been the game

of

game

and

are astronomical,

this

nomically pleasing, reviving

my

all

the reasons

astro-

why poker

Proust’s death, which

life.

chance, although luck does
occasionally enter into it. In the greater picture, poker
is a game of many skills. The first is having some
reasonable understanding of the odds, and declining
to play cards that show virtually no promise, a para-

Poker

digm

is

for

not a

life.

was

my birthday

also

of

The most important

skill is

Subscribe!

psychologi-

your fellow players must be observed carefully to
understand what kind of hands will activate heavy

cal;

You may

To subscribe^ send a $10

hands to find out
players are bluffing, "keeping them honest" in the
poker vernacular. You must watch them minutely for
betting.

telltale

lose a

lot

of

signs of lying, as lying competently

is

issues at

much

the

same way as

interval

of time. Since the magazine costs
considerably more than it makes,

we do not

they

even bother to maintain
a perpetually bouncing checking

cope with life. One friend batters his way through the
game, as though, he says, it were a Roman circus;
others play conservatively, and wear tweed jackets
and corduroy pants. Some love the aura of mystery,
and will conceal a winning hand no matter how good
it

some unspecified

facili-

tates successful deceit.

in

or any

variation of currency that adds up
to 10, and this will get you two

often a

big part of success. Maintaining a "poker face"

People play poker

bill,

if

account.

Proust Said That

is.

1801 McAllister Street
Considering Proust's fascination with spotting the lie,
once can imaginehis appreciation for this sport. If you

San Francisco,

have incorporated the skill of the game into the playlife, you are more apt to spot deceit, and more

For subscriptions from abroad, you
must send US $20 to cover postage.

ing of

likely to

get

away with

it

CA 94115 USA

when necessary.
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Proust Cards...

by Jim Brown

Just two out of a series of 10,000

Proust Card #7,999: Dropping

in

Unexpectedly on

^

|—

Rf-

mi

V.

r»s^

’tis'lSr

fxrKSIreJ

Mme

S:

-Jiisilgfes

;

Proust Card #6,589: Gilberte shrugs her shoulders
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i.

.

The Burning Man
As the

publisher, editor

and

-

ways; the

principle writer of this

magazine, allow myself to write about anything
choose, but in some way, somehow, can find the
quote or reference to relate it to Proust. There are
things in my life that are more meaningful than oth-

of brush,

I

I

and yet harder

my

dragged

into

to

One of
Burning Man Project, was

hover over Area 51

off to

the south. For

many miles,

not a sign of urban amenities tempts the hard-core

to bring into the picture.

favorite things, the

tiny two lane road passes through a vista
sky and the dry red hills of the distance.

The frou-frou aestetic of Belle Epoque France remains
more foreign here than the alien spaceships believed

I

ers,

Proust Connection

dweller to stop on the road to Burning Man.

city

an issue a few years ago because its
me the favor of respond-

founder, Larry Harvey, did

Fatigued drivers can’t blink for fear of missing Gerlach,

ing to the Proust Questionnaire.

Nevada, the company town on the fringe

Rock Desert, the

How can

the highly codi-

of the Black

empty space in North
America. It is Gerlach, 350
souls, no stores, no churches

largest

upper crust life of the
Belle Epoque be thought of
in the same breath as the

to the

anything-goes, arty one of

year, the site of the festival

fied

Burning
tal

and

Man? Much men-

stretching found

no con-

nection to exploit at all. And

five bars,

Man

where the

is clarified;

different.

The

immense

inland sea,

route

every
is

once an

desert,

becomes

flooded again every winter;
parts of the desert floor never

so I’ve confined all the
words written about this extraordinary event to a
novel, and address more
Proustian subjects here

torists

within.

caught

dry out

wetter years, and ev-

in

chosen on
possible land, so mo-

ery year the site
the driest

is

crossing the

turf

are not

the quagmire of
desert mud..
in

One

night at about 2:30
am, got a call from the Burning Man Project’s founder
and director, my greatly respected friend Larry
Harvey. Long experience has convinced us that two
keepers of Proustian hours with large telephone lives
have the best chance of connecting in the wee hours.
“I just went to The Webbies,” he said, “and
met the
designer of the Sim City computer game. Of course
since we are both intimately concerned with the de-

Everyon^sfops^aferuno’s gas station in Gerlach, the
first place to refuel in over a hundred miles. From the
gas station, one drives a very specified number of
miles on the perimeter of the playa until some tires or
signs mark the route out onto the desert floor. A highway of tire tracks indicates the entrance, from which
one proceeds a certain number of miles to the gate.
The gate, manned by the Burning Man greeters and
Rangers, sends the ticket holders onward into the
distance, where the Burning Man encampment rises
like a mirage above the cracked clay emptiness.

I

I

sign of cities, we got into a long conversation. And
today he sent me something that was the perfect tiein between Burning Man and Proust. It’s the city of
Cabourg.”

Black Rock City, the metropolis erected each year
from tents, vans and structures that would never pass

<xxpoxpaxp

the

San Francisco

Building Code, greets the eye with

color, ingenuity, visual delights

and

unfailing

humor.

wooden
the Man himself, and his neon

At the very apex of the city

sculpture of
exoskeleten, which

We drive for hours through the Nevada badlands north

max

Reno, through country unfettered by chain stores,
advertising billboards, housing developments orfree-

avenue

of

of the event.

of art,

lit

the 40-foot

be burned

From the Man

to

camp, the

tall

ashes

in

the

cli-

to the west, a broad

at night with lanterns,

into the center of
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will

is

heads

directly

social heart of the

com-

munity. There the

weary urban

desert cafe, the Cafe

day through the

entire festival,

world-class caffe

traveler finds

the

d’etre.

Temps Perdu, open 24 hours a
and can

As

the attendance grew exponentially each

year, the organizers

revive with a

streets of Black

population
concentric streets circle

it,

dividing

and
the expansive me-

may

Rock

that

see

the short time

The

art,

it

it

this

year the

make a city

into the best of

all

possible combina-

tions?

Several years ago,
proposed that we set up
a grand cafe in the very
middle of the central

so large
bicycle is

to

and perhaps

—

air art gallery,

needed

City,

double. Because the city rises and

falls

neighborhoods. Like every city. Black
Rock City has quieter areas and louder ones, a newspaper, several radio stations, medical support, a nd
the Rangers to solve any problems that may arise.
This year a library is in the works, too. There is little
time to read there, in the midst of this immense opena

for city

each year, flaws in the previous year’s planning
need not be lived with forever. Sophisticated alterations in design continue to improve the city each
year. It becomes a real life
and rather serious
game of Sim City: how do you arrange all the things

civic center,

tropolis into

that

need

to realize the

planning. Last year 15,000 citizens inhabited the

latte.

Broad avenues radiate out from the

came

I

all in

exists.

aesthetic or

circle, with

the counter

in-

arranged so that the

teractive, vies with

workers behind it could
look up and gaze down

conceptual, often

performances
sorts to

and

fill

of

all

the days

nights.

the

Bands

Avenue

be looking

a fashion show
features the most out-

and

directly at the

Man. Each

play,

of Art,

year, the

structure that houses

rageous costumes
own

the cafe has been a

imaginable, our

Sim

City-style experiment,

impressario, Pepe
with new and improved
aenal view of Burning Man 1997
^
Ozan, presents an annual opera, presented only
concepts succeeding, or not succeeding, the one beonce, and in the last act, Perpe’s phantasmagorical
fore. The first year’s structure blew down in a storm;
stage is also burned. We have circuses, theater, pothe second was insufficiently covered, if rather lovely,
ets, fire works, educational lectures and of course,
and left the staff under direct sun all day; the third
many things to burn besides just one massive man.
was beautiful, but the pieces of it were lost someIn the cafe last year we had a gypsy flamenco band
how, and the fourth year’s was an aesthetic and funcand chamber music all night, and spontaneous spotional disaster. Plans for this year’s structure are still
ken word events in the day. Most importantly, “No
in the making, but the odds are good that it will be
Spectators” is the philosophy of the experience; colbetter than the last. Every year, regardless of the
laborators all, in one way or another, make it happen
funtionality or beauty of the structure, the cafe is the
for everyone else.
jewel, the one place in this growing metropolis where
people can gather in a big covered public space, and
as I’ve said, get that world class latte. It is the social
hub of an event that revels in interactivity, a party
,

.

spot for everyone.

In

the beginning,

Man

when

only 89 of us brought the

out to the desert for the

renewal, the Burning

ritual of birth,

first

death and

Man encampment was one

scraggly circle of urban adventurers around our raison
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Sim

PST Gets Some

City designer Jim Gasparini investigates

maps to provide inspiration for his work. At one
stage in his process, he had 1 00 maps of various cities on the walls of his office. One day
Luc Barthelet, the general manager of Maxis

Press

The Year of Writing about Proust”

“Field Notes:

by Caleb Crain
Lingua Franca, May/June 1999

Studio of Electronic Arts, the source of Sim,

“...Consider the Marcel Proust Support Group.

came

members read Proust, and yet these San Franciscans

into the

map-lined room and proposed

have a look at the map of
Cabourg, the city in which he grew up. Knowing that Jim had lived in Paris for two periods
in his life, and that he’s also read Proust twice,
Barthelet pointed out that the seaside town of
Cabourg was the model for the fictional town
of Balbec, where Proust’s narrator met the
woman who would make him miserable.

are not your grandfather’s Proust fans. These

A moment’s

glance at the town of Cabourg

memorial wake

startled Jim,

because he was looking

seum of Exotica, where a

that Jim should

perfect equivalent to the

map

and women

if

would be a few hundred
ter.

My

feet out into the

desert seraglio. Cafe

cream cheese

Temps Perdu,

And

John Wickett Mu-

with strawberries.

Marcel Proust Support Group, consider P Segal. She read Proust, and although Proust
affected everyone in the support group deeply, Segal
describes herself as “the most altered” by the experience. Segal is a caterer and freelance journalist who,
like Proust, “knew at an early age that I wanted to be
a writer.” After Andre Gide and others rejected him,
Proust printed the first volume of A La Recherche at
and this fact incited Miss P... to
his own expense
write, edit and self-publish Proust Said That, a fanzine
at least as charming as de Botton ’s book. Available
at www.proust.com, the “utterly unacademic” zine
offers recipes for coffee eclairs and fried sole, a liberal supply of Proust quotes, assessments of extant
English translations, a chronicle of the Marcel Proust
Support Group’s antics, and Miss P’s ongoing though
discreet autobiography. Proust Said That won Miss
P so many fans and so much support that this spring
she will realize a life-long dream: a literary coffeehouse in San Francisco’s Western Addition....”

picious location of the grand casino.

Whne

Jim Gasperini met Larry
Harvey at the Webbies, he quickly
pointed out this connection, and Larry wasted
no time in conveying it to me. “I knew if waited
long enough,” he said, “I’d find the link between
Proust and Burning Man.” And here it is.
I

within the

—

This
Alain

The Cafe Temps Perdu is our cafe in Black
Rock City. Off to the center right you can
see the hands and feet of Pepe Ozan's
sculptures, salvaged from his

for Proust at the

wa-

would, on the other hand, have the most aus-

Rudran

sewers of

Proust impersonator lies in
state, mustachoied and tuxedoed in his coffin, then
rises from the dead for an interview and perhaps some

Rock

the two
Only one thing was different:
maps were superimposed, the Burning Man
City,

men

Oakland, brew absinthe at home, sword-fight on rooftops, binge on aquavit, and have “tremendous respect
for firearms.” They frightened de Botton when they
attended a book store signing he gave in Marin
County. “Extremely tough and dangerous-looking
creatures” he called them. Every November, the
Marcel Proust Support Group holds an invite-only

at the

of Black

ride motorcycles, tour the

Its

was most

shock was to read
If M. de Botton was

delightful; the only

de Botton’s reaction

to us.

scared by college professors, a corporate consultant
on an expensive motorcycle in Italian leathers, and
grown women in elegant hats and gloves, perhaps
the poor darling needs a cork-lined room.

1998

desert opera's flaming conclusion.
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The Wake
at

of 1998...

The John Wickett Museum of Exotica
Every year in the past, some odd entertainment has
been planned that’s been suitable to the remembrance of the dear departed Marcel. This year,
couldn’t think of a single clever thing to do. Each of
the previous years, the concept had struck me a week
before the event, but when no inspiration had come
and the party was due to occur in 48 housrs,
recorded some Proust quotes alternatting with a lot of
Debussy piano music and did as always do: rely on

As time goes by, you begin to observe that years seem
shorter and holidays come far too quickly. Perhaps
is because, as the years pass, and our lives become
increasingly entangled with loves past and present,
ever more interests to occupy the hours, an expo-

it

i

nentially increasing weight of responsibilities, there

are fewer and fewer minutes free for

frivolities like

I

and we unconsciously equate the
years by the number of hours we had in

party planning;
length of

them

So

I

it

for unlimited contemplation of pleasure.

Wake

was

the friends to

Suddenly

it

was November, and the 76th
observance

of the

demise

chamber music, and my artist
friend Jerry James offered his art
coffin once again. Stuart Mangrum

of

Marcel Proust was all too imall the hours of the
previous days had been enminent;

cumbered

other.

John Casten, the person responsible for making me read Proust,
saved the day by promising to have

with the Proust

of 1998.

amuse each

declined to be the corpse of Proust

with other con-

this year,

where

as he was wanted else-

like

the enor-

mous Halloween

party we’d

phia, contrary to the epitaph of

thrown a few weeks before
and whether or not I’d even

W.C. Fields) but even empty and
covered with flowers, the casket
stood as the symbol of mortality
and loss, and this occasion needed

templations,

be on

this continent for the

Or more imsqueeze a
Proustcapade into my work
schedule, and possible, the
wake as well.
big occasion.

portantly,

how

the world (better Philadel-

a single sober element amidst it to
counteract the effects of the absinthe bar. The Proust Wake tends

to

if

to follow in the fine tradition of the
Irish,

had one ace in the hole;
had called John Wickett
weeks in advance to ask
he’d let me hold the wake at
I

in

lightening the spirit with spir-

its.

I

response to the hundreds of
people who have written to me askhis fabulous Museum of Exing about absinthe,
must assure
otica. Mr. Wickett finds my
all and sundry that it is sorely overfriends as interesting and derated. Dozens of substances far
lightful as
do, and has let
more psychedelic than this Ouzome host this soiree there for
ish brew can be found at any event
at the Wickett Museum
several years, in spite of the fact that can never pay
attended by fans of the deceased Jerry Garcia. Even
the going rate to do so. His permission made the planthe absinthe addicts of the last century had to drink a
ning of the affair quite simple; just being in the Mulot of it to get the big buzz, and by then, they were
seum
gave an aura of mystery to the evening,
simply drunk too.
a literal bit of time regained.
Proust was not an absinthe drinker, as I’ve said beIn

if

I

I

I
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MPSG

event was that of
animated conversation and
decidedly un-mournful and
rather raucous laughter.
at

a

Fourteen months months have

passed since the Wake
1998, and

I

of

have undergone a

Proustian transformation since

As he wrote in Time Regained, “...dying was not something new, but on tthe contrary,
since my childhood
had already died many times.” The
who wrote issue #7 has also
died, and a new person
emerged from the remains:
then.

I

I

restaurateur, business person,

eternal searcher for the funds

keep a dream alive.
hardly have time to write now,
or to dwell on the exquisite mo-

needed

to

I

fore, preferring his

drugs undiluted with alcohol.

He

ments of the past; just remember that it was quite
the tremendous event. Fortunately, Proust Said That’s
principle artist. Dean Gustafson, was on the scene,
sketchbook in hand, to capture these visions of the
extraordinary place and equally extraordinary people
I

mentioned it only once, in his first novel, Jean
Santeuil, and found only one reference in the hundreds of leters I’ve read.. It has been a standard feature of the Proust Wake, however, because it is redolent of Proust’s times, and because it had been such
a romantic unknown when the wakes began. Since
then, it has become something of a fad, and
was
I

in

I

inclined to find another equally romantic substitute
tradition.

But short of time to

research alternatives,
brewed a large batch of absinthe and bought a few
cases of red wine.
I

The guests arrived in the
usual inventive mourning
splendor, a swarm of black
gowns, tuxedos and a few
less somber outfits. The absinthe was opened immediately and tempered by a repeat buffet of last year’s
menu. John’s repetoire for the
evening wasthe music of the
cafe-concert of the Belle
Epoque, an entertaining if
unmemorable kind of music.
As usual, the loudest sound
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it.

Wake

...and the

of 1999
at

Months

slithered

by elusively again

quently there wasn’t A Proust

The Wake

of

different from

proud,

if

1

999,

nightmare.

Wake to

owner

report, but two.

thing,

I

for myself.

of Caffe Proust,

a

is

a

in

it,

and the Wake was no exception.

Between midnight and 4am, while the world

The

reconstruction of Proust

began

challenging part, the head, for which

Of course

Museum

I’d

planned to have it at the John Wickett
as in previous years, and had

let

me use

the

museum

after

all,

I

I

I

deprived.

I

event at the cafe, closing for dinner a bit early, transforming the place beneath the eyes of the earliest
guests... but to keep the bar open. The other easy
alternative was having it at MPSGHQ, but if were to
do that, it would have been the third large party at
our house since the end of September, an
unnattractive prospect for the beloved inmates.
I

Hours were spent over the next couple of days alertchange in venue; at the same time
had a restaurant to run, my delightful friends Konni
and Horst visiting from Berlin, and the main prop of
the event to concoct
a life-sized cake, with a
marzipan head, of the corpse of Proust.
ing guests of the

I

—

I

had anticipated use

of

my

James’s art
the cake, preceeded

friend Jerry

a spectacular entry of
by the Burning Man Marching Band playing dirges.
Like everything else about the event, these elements
also fell through at the last minute. Fortunately, a bit
of our cafe office reorganization project, a board almost 6' long and wide enough for a person to lay
upon, stood around and was commandeered for cartcoffin for

ing of the body, in lieu of coffin.

Recreating the corpse of Proust was the obsession
that ate

away an

entire

had acquired
an art know
I

more sordid fact that
had never paid him enough money to use
spent
the afternoon and evening fuming about this and debating alternatives. The obvious one was to hold the
it.

I

most

little

the sordid

decision based upon the even

with the

15 pounds of marzipan. Sculpture is
of, but I’ve spent enough time in the company of
artists to recall a bit about body proportions. For a
day or so scrutinized faces and recalled distances
between this and that, dimensions and proportions;
stared a pictures of Proust and pondered if the dark
shadows around his eyes meant sunken or just sleep-

of Exotica

confirmed with Mr. Wickett several weeks prior that
we would have it there on the 20th of November. On
the 17th, however, he called to say that he’d decided
not to

ever have

I

lifelong

except on the days when it
entire life has become contained

I

around me mostly sleeps, write novels, magazines,
and answer the email. In the week before the wake,
the writer in me died completely so that Proust might
reappear among us, if not at his social best.

been

am now the

true,

My

beloved late-night hours, the only ones

conse-

the rest of the year, had

any before. For one

unpaid,

dream come

like

last year;

Caffe Proust

week of my life, mostly in those
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Marzipan, a beige confection made primarily of finely
ground almonds, is like clay, and it can easily be
painted with food coloring to resemble anything. As
held the

first

large

lump

of

marzipan

in

my

somewhat too soon. Marzipan,

body parts, has
a tendency to flatten a bit over time when heaped up
in huge and heavy lumps. Marcel’s nose grew more
Semitic; his lips had fallen farther into the concavity
above the chin; the forehead grew wider, and the ears
farther apart. squashed and poked the candy sculpture back into more reasonable distribution, but knew,
without a doubt, that this project had reached a major shortcoming. How flat would he be by the Wake?

I

hands,

I

by recreating the brain of Proust.
rolled out several thin layers of the stuff, and coated
them with a layer of gray food color; stacking the layers one over the other, began to twist and turn them

decided

to begin

I

unlike

I

I

a commendably lobe-like blob. My intention was
this, and other inter-cranial bits, within a
cookie skull, but ran out of wee hours in which to do
laid down the back of the head and
this. Instead
into

to contain

Marcel got painted nonetheless. Black food color cov-

I

neck, and lovingly deposited the brain upon
into the tub of

brain with

unless

I

marzipan, as

more

made

I

proceeded

attractive parts,

the

head

flat,

it.

A look

the

sockets the deep, -suffering darkness of the neuroti-

realize that

there wasn’t enough.

cally

I

over by a truck. Worst of ail, it now fell discernably
lower than the elevated, and formerly too-flat body.

ported the eye sockets, with a thick paste of dried
apricots, citron, walnuts and almonds fashioning a

At 5

Over this went the nose, external skin, lips and
moustache. More rolled out layers were twisted
around the head to fashion hair and approximate the
fell

eye sockets for closed eyes, and happily,
when the head looked reasonably life-like, there was

enough

left

for

I

stufing a white

I

hands.

I

head would do once it was painted,
began, with the help of my dear friend Mercedes,
who is also the baker for the cafe, to bake the body.
Between us we made five large sheet pans of chocolate cake, and ran out of time to do more. Forty-two
hours before the party, when Konni and Horst and
were sitting around the kitchen table with my talented
young friend and housemate, Jason, was stewing
over the fact that with no coffin to contain the cake, it
would be obvious that it would be far flatter than a
human corpse and not nearly as high up as the head.
stared at Jason, recalling a project he had undertaken the year before, the construction of a Romanesque house, 4' X 4', made of cardboard bricks.
“Jason,”
said, “Can you make me five cardboard
bricks that when placed together duplicate the shape
of a human body?” “When?” he said. “Now?”
Satisfied that the
I

lapsing nature of the

The
was

I

next day
in

body parts would have

I

last of the
first

to

be

ferried

down

since they had been assembled up the
laid

cake

caffe latte.

The

frosting

installed in the overlapping hands.

it
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at

MPHQ,

would have to be smoothed over
and the bunch of lilies

to eliminate the visible joints,

I

to the cafe,

hill

out correctly on the black fabric over the pallequin

board.

were made, but perhaps a little bit too tall.
When looked at the head the next morning, came
to the uncomfortable conclusion that
had made
bricks

I

was Showtime. The

the oven within minutes of the

I

I

I

medium.

Large cakes take hours to cool completely, and by
afternoon would have to get on with the frosting of
the body and fashioning of embellishments: the last
bits of limbs to be cut from the fresh cake, the vshaped light bit of shirt and painted marzipan tie, the
jacket’s collar, the arms that would rest upon the upper torso, and the feet that would realistically lift the
sheet at the bottom. After all this had been done, the

I

The

making popcorn and

a white lace that said “love” every three inches. More
of the white lace got glued onto a sheet of white satin
that would cover the body beneath the hands, that
would be folded over his chest, and clutching a bouwas covering the
quet of lilies. Before dawn
of
cake to be sure
coardboard bricks with layers
had enough, and fell asleep at sunrise knowing that
the next day would begin with the manufacture of yet
another bit of cake, and more angst about the col-

into the

material

AM was

satin pillow held together with hot glue, decorated with

jaw.

marzipan

ill.

By the next night, the head had sunk into itself again,
and was looking more and more like it had been run

Scouring the kitchen cabinets, turned up exactly what
Proust himself ran through his head with some regularity, an assortment of fruits and nuts. Dried figs sup-

intricate construction of ears. Balls of

lips that

blue hue tinged with red and gray brought to the eye

to cover the

made me

A pale tint of blue gave
un-cosmeticized corpse look. A deeper

ered the hair and moustache.

I

Marcel’s face continued to

No amount

self.

former
height,

of

fall

depressingly into

squishing could return

it

to

To complicate matters, we were

it-

London, who
and thought some footage of the Marcel Proust Support Group of San Francisco might be interesting. My
videographer friend Karl Plischke was in the dining

had collapsed to a
even with the ministrations of the popcorn pil-

believability.

Worst

of

all,

it

low, substantially lower than the elevated chest.

eagerly anticipated the party being over, so the

creasing flatness would stop giving

me

filming this imbroglio

Shaftsbury Productions people in
are making a documentary about Proust,

for the delightful

its

I

in-

room frantically setting up the lights and umbrellas
would illuminate the scene for filming, and cast a
rather brilliant glow on the cake corpse. When all the

angst.

that

Once
not

Marcel’s body parts had

made

it

the beginning of dinner hour,

until

to the cafe,
I

gear was set up,
the mourners.

was faced

was no place to assemble him. Our posh corporate office is approximately 9’x9', and filled with three big desks, two com-

with yet another dilemma: there

puters, eight of

any given moment

in

the staging area outside the

office.

Marcel’s face

sink noticeably
last,

in

seemed

to

the wait, but at

were

six pallbearers

all

there. In

the dining room, Nik

Phelps of ClubFoot Orchestra
awaited the cue to play a dirge
as the body was brought in. The
kitchen gong, our replacement for
the dinger-thing that broke weeks
ago, was sounded loudly. Nik

body. Piles of papers, objects

unknown ownership, wine
samples, feather dusters,
of

candlesticks, presents, books,

rolodexes, screwdriv-

began

and what have you
any space not covered
by the dead, or around him
where I’d be brandishing a
ers, boxes,

fell

the crowd, and for an ex-

in

asperating hour, only five of them were present at

that didn’t

pulled out to support the lower

tire irons,

got ready to present Marcel to

Pallbearers were sought

my partner Colin’s beloved filing cabi-

and every single thing in the place
belong anywhere else. My own
desk was wiped clean of everything, and the board was laid
across it, with a filing cabinet
nets,

we

to play

was handed

into

and the pallequin

out of the office to

the waiting pallbearers.

made

They ceremoniously brought out

a quick survey of the piles of
objects in search of something
to elevate the head just
enough. All the cookbooks were

the corpse, walked him about the

pastry mortician’s

tool.

I

room, and

fectly.

A

bit

fit

per-

of black cloth

was

of that,

make

it

line

Out

the dining room, the party

in

disappear.

beginning.

The

last of

to rest

on the

Mourners

was time to eat him. A
formed to chew a bit on
Proust. As each person ap-

installed over the catalogue to

was

him

tables.

gathered about and boo-hooed
loudly, admiring the very hugeness of the cake, and even the
head. After we’d all had enough

either too slim or too thick, but

a purveyor’s catalogue

laid

assembled

it

proached, they were offered
choice of body part.

the

their

dinner guests were ordering
dessert, and a crowd of

men

in

tuxedos,

fashionable mourning, or persons

in

women

At a certain point

in

in

the late evening, the staff

began

twitching about the process of cleaning up the place

other forms of

costume (cow-patterned tails over shorts, tux jackets
over muscle shirts. Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence
(in full drag) sailed in. The windows were quickly covered with 40 yards of black cloth, and tables moved
to make a space for the body.

for the morning’s brunch.

made

that the

house;

my

I

feet

before

I

wake was moving up

the

hill

to the

dashed into the devastated office to put up
and enjoy a few conversationless minutes
also headed up. As rounded the corner out

of the dining
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The announcement was

I

room,

I

saw the

pallbearers

lifting

up the

remains of Proust and heading towards the

Up

at the

house, Colin stopped

the back parlor,

“We’ve had a
fault, really...”

me

where the crowds

little

before

I

street.

reached

inevitably head.

problem,” he said, “and

it

was my

He described how the crowd had hauled

Proust up to the house, and then realized that there

wasn’t a single table

in

the place that wasn’t already

something else, except the one in the back
parlor in the bay window, and that was much too short.
Colin had proposed, since it was a relatively balmy
night, that they open the window and stick the head
out for some air, which would leave some passage
way between the feet and the sofa next to the table.
At this part of the story, Colin’s infamous cheezy grin
of complicity broke over his face.
in

use

What

for

Colin

and the others did not know

single thing at

MPSGHQ,

is

including the

that every

window

in

Pallbearers at the

Wake

THE MARCEL PROUST SUPPORTC ROUP
INVITES FIRST TIME AND REPEAT READERS
TO JOIN A NEW CHAPTER OFTH E MPSG
FIRSTMEETINC;

SATURDAY, MARCH 11,2000 AT 4 P.M.
IN THE

LOUNCE OF CAFFE PROUST.

1801 MCALLISTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
415J4S.9560
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Proust Sightings
There are moments

seem

like

dreaded

a

likely

trips to

in

your

life

when

component

Proust doesn’t

an article about Venice, pulled from an issue
without a thought to noticing which issue, they found
the quote which have installed on page 5. As they
were telling me this, and was marvelling over it,
was sifting through a stack of images labeled “restaurants”. was doubly stunned to find a photo of Caffe
Florian; my own photo of the Florian is on page 9.
them.

of the experience,

the dentist, for example. But there

I

I

and torment, improving my mind
was,
with the March 8, 1999 issue of Business Week.
am, after all, a serious business person now, and must
anticipating pain

I

I

turn

my

attention slightly

away from my

line for

a

Has Proust finally arrived in the common consciousness of America?One has to think so when so many
people have told me is now a category on that tele-

while.

On page 40 found an article entitled “A
The Arm For A Virtual Pharmacy”
I

Real Shot

I

I

literary incli-

nations and stay focused on the bottom

In

In

it

vision

and had to investigate drug sales on
the Internet. Opening paragraph:
“Amazon.com sure proved it could
hawk books on the Internet. But can
it push Prozac as well as it promotes

game show,

“Jeop-

ardy”....

My sweet

Proust?”

Joy
Orabella brought me a
present a few weeks back
that she found in a statio-

One

but not the place one would

friend Miss

nery store, a very nice one,
of the finest projects in the on-

going process of opening Caffe
Proust has been the highly creative
one of decoupaging table tops with
Proustian imagery. For the artists
involved

who

haven’t yet read him,

provided a long

ages.

One Saturday
came

in

in

opened

un-

I

package

it,

and found

it

Al-

empty, and looked up at her

with the extraordinary

questioningly. “Look at the

artist,

inside of the
I

quoting Proust at the audition.
excitedly informed

me

people

remarkable.

The

it,

and

I

in-

who make us

our souls blossom.” -Marcel Proust.

Correspondent YG Parker sent me this interesting
tidbit: “In Duane’s Depressed by Larry McMurty the
psychiatrist gives Duane a prescription to read Proust
for one year.” suggest the same thing to all my friends
suffering from the agonies of love.

day before, on

was
Sunday, when

thought

following day,

saw

box-maker had

happy; they are the charming gardeners who make

the street, they had found a postcard with a picture of
Proust’s aunt’s house on

she said.

cluded this in the design:
“Let us be grateful to

chez tante Leonie

that the

lid,”

took a closer look and

that the

on The Read, but he did get a part
on a TV soap as a psychiatrist by

fairly

lovely

I

Flash Hopkins for a day with the
gluepots and scissors. Flash is that
quixotic combination of gruff canniness and unbridled bonhomie, a
gravelly East Coast accent and a
booming laugh. He hasn’t yet taken

They

obscure

in it a beautiful
adorned
with a
paper box
design of irises in a vase.

I

March, the

Dana

for

literary references.

wrapped a
and found

of suitable im-

list

talented and lovely

bany,

expect to hunt

this

I

they returned for the second pass at their tables, they
were even more amazed. They had been sitting over

Several people told me must go see Woody Allen’s
movie, “Deconstructing Harry.” Proust wrote “Every-

breakfast looking through an old pile of National Geo-

I

graphic magazines for suitable imagery to bring with
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thing

we

rotics”

think of as great

and Allen

is

has come to us from neu-

had just bought an edition of Proust in Russian.
looked up a quote knew where Proust talks
about an actress whose interpretation of a role was
an act of genius on a par with the writing of the role,
and queried Richter:’Would Maestro agree?”’
dentally,

certainly the neurotic’s neurotic.

I

I

The reason

i

was

go was

instructed to

that this film

contains a Proust reference, but of the most unlikely
sort.

love whores,”

“I still

Woody, playing

himself, in-

I

I

sists.

“You pay them, they

you don’t have

to

Of course there

is

sighting than
too.

It

come

to the house,

and

discuss Proust.”

so happened that Richter loved Proust. He immediately invited me over and that began a mad series
where we saw each other daily or almost two years.”
The result was Monsaingeon’s film, “Richter: the
Enigma.” Their mutual love of Proust brought them
together to create another work of art.
“It

in

was one

no place more unlikely for a Proust
the bathtub, but found one there,
I

of those nights

restaurateur had worn

me

when

to shreds.

the
I

life

of the

came home

no desire whatsoever for a few hours
of writing, only the whim to fall into a steaming bubble
bath for an hour of reading. sank gratefully into the
deep, claw-footed bathtub at SFMPHQ sighing contentedly, only to discover that the book I’d wanted to
begin for months still gathered dust on the bedside
late at night with

My

bookshelf.

I

stared balefully at the pile of nearly

friend from college days,

many references to Proust. Among the things
she sent was an article from the October 20, 1999

memo-

edition of

magazines and books that had sat in the bathroom too long. Only one book had been there for
months without much more than a cursory skim. The
Man Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat, by the famed
neurologist, Oliver Sacks. Then
sighed again, but
this time resignedly, and gave it a go. The title of the
15th chapter, “Reminiscence”, attracted me, having
that Proustian suggestion, and there was: “Both alike
testify to the essentially ‘melodic’ and ‘scenic’ nature
of inner life, the ‘Proustian’ nature of memory and

The Wall Street Journal about another great

who mentions Proust among
his favorite authors. Both Hana and our Proust impersonator extraordinaire, Stuart Mangrum, sent
pianist, Maurizio Pollini,

me

another article from the Los Angeles Times,
Sunday,January 2, 2000, by Andre Aciman. “The
Reading Life: The Pleasures of Prousf Aciman begins the article citing the picture of Proust on the front
cover of The Financial Times, the venerable British
daily, illustrating the article within: “Christmas Books:
The Best of the Century.” He goes on to say that all

I

it

mind.”

the ten panelists involved

claimed that Proust was

who has

figured so significantly

in all

my

bathtub one.

In

a

summary

of

a

final

and

sentence said

this: “Dr.

Rubin

is

odor prompts an emotional recollection
memory.” Thanks to Denzil never end.

of

in

Describing

last big party at

MPSGHQ,

why

our friend Scott

Beale, the video-documentarian of the

investigating

the brain basis of the familiar Proust effect

their favorite.

social cachet.”

At the

tegrated Neural Response” by Dr. David C. Rubin,
first

selecting their picks

should be, he refers to him as “an unmitigated
class act who confers instant aesthetic, intellectual

research report, a work entitled “Olefactory Cueing
of Autobiographical Memory: an fMRI Study of an Inthe

in

this

the tales of PST#8, found a sighting rather directly
related to

Eisner-Kaplan,

contains

rized

Denzil Meyers,

Hana

sends me clippings withProust sightings, and recently
a copy of Cyril Connelly’s The Unquiet Grave, which

I

ground, showed up with a copy

which

of

SF art

under-

The Onion, a news

was here too: “MARCEL
PROUST FINALLY DIES: “We thought would go on
forever,” say loved ones.” The joke, of course, is on
lampoon

a personal

publication. Proust

it

Another person to whom my thanks never end, Alex
Segal, once again turned up a sighting in a Los Angeles Times article about Sviatoslav Richter. Richter,
the awesome Russian pianist who died in 1997. got
in touch with the musician and filmmaker Bruno
Monsaingeon, suggesting he make a biographical
film, or write a book, about him. “I decided to write a
few pages,” Monsaingeon told the interviewer,
“sketching a framework for what might do. CoinciI

them. Marcel
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is

more

alive

now

than ever.
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which we do not realize how
strongly we are attached. Or else,

we

without them, it is because day after day, from fear of
if

live

failure or of being

made

to suffer,

we put off entering into possession
of them."
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-The Fugitive
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Proust Birthday Card
from Beverly Silk

our duty
and the intellect supplies us
with pretexts for evading it."
"...Instinct dictates

-Time Regained

"In a world thronged with

mon-

and with gods we know
little piece of mind. There is

sters

hardly a single action
form...

we

per-

which we would not give

anything, in later

life,

to annul.

Whereas what we ought to regret is that we no longer possess
the spontaeity which made us
perform them."
-Within a Budding Grove
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template and

and Email

Letters
III,

the American

gay

novelist,

speak

So

year whilevisiting him in Paris. In the passage, Proust
refers to the family as a unit from which one draws
strength from

and gains family

yes,

ated a

Paris-

else did.

P,

to lose

PST

virtual

is

its

very

Austin Cooper

walks the

much worth

place that

is

doing. It has creso wonderfully nostalgic
I

am in your debt,

I

I

Respectfully,

It

balance.

and warm, and just a bit mysterious.
and suspect that am not alone.
Alisa Landrum

characteristics.

and PST soothed

between the academic and the popular, and

never seems

of, last

my time in

ways that nothing

that longing in
fine line

(continued from page 24)

White,

recall

“We take from our
family... the ideasby which we live and the malady
from which we will die”? There are quite a few refer-

iously

ences

following quotation from Marcel Proust so that

Let’s see...

is

one

the

it

that goes

I

to this topic...

am

at Columbia University and am anxand desperately looking for the source of the

a student

I

can
include the citation in my dissertation. have poured
over many quotation books and a number of books
on and by Proust, but nothing has come up. A reference librarian at Columbia suggested thatl try the
above e-mail address. The quote is:"The real voyI

I

Here

at

New York

University,

a group of fifteen stu-

dents has undertakenthe reading of Remembrance
of Things Past as a part of a Freshman
HonorsSeminar. However, as we reached the third
volume, many of us began to lose our way. Struggling towards our goal of finishing an average of
400 pages each week, it became more and more
difficult to try to plowthrough Proust's writing without being able to relish every delectablesentence in

age
but
I

way

readers will be invading the Staten Island Ferry, sub-

New

York

City.

Beware ye

lov-

Proustians of the World, Unite!
-Alissa Hartig

...I

am

delighted to

know that another

issue

is in

the

hear of your cafe-

dreams fulfilled are wonderful news regardless of
whose dream
is).
discovered PST right after
bought a computer in 1996, and it is a very imporit

my

I

I

an “other world” sort of way.
Does that make any sense? have a very full life,
actually- am an attorney by training, a stay-at-home
mom with two children, an adjunct college profestant part of

new

it

with the

very

much

if

in

you are able to help
any way you can.

So many, many people have

written asking

about

So here

this

quote

in particular.

I

-The Captive

1

when

I

first

discovered

PST

and being a parent was
but have more experience and a better grip). PST represents an intellectual life that longed to recover, at least a little.
treasured the time stole to sit and read and con-

things were very chaotic

tremendously

difficult (still is,

I

lands

eyes."

life- in

sor, local activist- but

new

It

Is:

"The only true voyage of discovery,
the only really rejuvenating experience, would be not to visit strange
lands, hut to possess other eyes, to
see the universe through the eyes of
another, of a hundred others to see
the hundred universes that each of
them sees, that each of them is.."

ers of simplistic sentencestructure...

offing (and equally delighted to

having

above request
Thanks so much.
Mary Anne Heng

it

ways, and cafes of

in

would appreciate

me

should have been. As a result, we have
decidedto take action. Beginning tommorrow, we will
commence a series ofmeetings of the Marcel Proust
Support Group, NYU Branch. Soon, a mob of Proust

the

of discovery consists not inseeking

i

I

I
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Postcards from Diane Stanislaw in Hawaii...

V

I

jonv veora

h>d<iapsred

’'w

of Conhn»>v

of my
th*
comfiriMd in the
goir^ to b<d[ there, h»4 fty cxlatencr fer rm.
wKfiti One ti 4y bn vrutie^, on
r«tktm Home^ my
mothor, uch^ »Jh^t I wm^ cold, offered nr* »iomc
tea, a
1 3«l not ortfituriC tataa. t dtefintd at
6rvt, and then, for no parbcid^ reason, charged
plun^
my mimi ihc *tent ibr one cf thOM
Cdlh! CMkts OK&d ‘|Ktites madekhtea,*
loofc
thowj^ they had been motjided tn ih« tluNd
va3»<e cf a t-at^op ttnil
»oon, fTKchanicU^,
with tJKt
a
<i»P**ite4 arter « drrary
<kjprrM4(^ riveerour, i raised to my lif» a «fuotvfv$
of the tea in vahieh I had soaked a ntorset of the
cake. fJo uxmer had Ihc w»nm fnfuid mil«c<l with
iha cruivibs towcHsnJ my |is4t« t*wn a ahwdfcifr
ran thripj,^ mt arvd J awpped, ortent upon tht
€=rtr*onijna»y thhtj that »*»* ^ppenjrjjf to me.

itlaup pear«
iwljttlj

tnijat toasf

had Invxkd my senses,
vomc^ibtx b^tiud, detaxhed, wHh no su|g^tU>rt
of iU ori|^ And at once tha vkh»itvid«» of hfc

An

anb

ea^iftihe plesfur«

had hwronwr mdiflWen* to me,
^nnoewpw*,
h»vk«;|^

H> V>nrWt>

had on me the

^hfer^ roe with a

essem£ was

«tt)l

new **n«Hon

whirh hn»* has cf
procotts essence; or rather thi:^
in me, H SHI* me. I had teased
effect

nenv to feel rnsfdiocne, ctmtiin<g;»v^ *nortat. t%her>£e

cD^ b: Have

seme tome, thh sUpowerffd^T

^

%

the
MTHed rhat H was <cntyacttd with the taiilc
tea arid the cakx, but that it mhiuftc^
tranaesnekd those savours, cet^d not, irtdee^l^ bt
of the iMm« nature. Whtxict did tt eomt? What
t% irwraev? K<nv rsmid I leitU; and apprehend ft^

irnnng

rije

tompristeb in

brama

of

tl;e

tl^eatre

mp going to

beb

tberc, bob aiip existence for me, lolien
one bap in totiiter, on inp retarn

it* (tii.a»fceri

iJIuKwy-thi*

(jah clapscij

nothing of CombrsF, satie

borne, inp mother, Seeing tljat 3 bms
jtofb, offercb me some tea, a thing 3
not orbtnarilp take. 3 becUneb at
Rst, anb then, for no partirular
reason, ebangeb mp mtnb. ^Ijr ^rnt
for one of tijofie sgiiat, pfitmp little
cakeei calCeb ”pctites mabefemesi,”

[w

l>oen
look as tijotigb Iffo?
moitlbeb in tbc fluteb balbe of a

Valjicb

s(callop sibeH.
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